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Unleash your
creativity
Introducing GLM 4.1 loudspeaker manager software
For 15 years, GLM software has worked with our Smart Active Monitors
to minimise the unwanted acoustic influences of your room and help
your mixes sound great, everywhere. Now, GLM 4.1 includes the next
generation AutoCal 2 calibration algorithm and a host of new features
– delivering a much faster calibration time and an even more precise
frequency response.
So, wherever you choose to work, GLM 4.1 will unleash your creativity,
and help you produce mixes that translate consistently to other rooms
and playback systems. And with GLM 4.1, both your monitoring system
and your listening skills have room to develop and grow naturally too.
Find out more at www.genelec.com/glm
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m908 24 channel Monitor Controller - Atmos® Ready.
The big push to deliver immersive music to streaming platforms means your
music production room could soon be mixing for Dolby® Atmos Music. If
this sounds like equal parts yikes and yeehaw, we can help the transition be
more of the latter with our award-winning 24ch, immersive audio-friendly
monitor controller.

ing a simple Dolby Atmos Music Target Curve setup), bass management and
individual channel delay settings. With a powerful, dedicated remote control unit, all monitoring functions are at your fingertips, and system info is
clearly displayed on the large LCD screen. To top it off, the m908 delivers the
finest audio quality of any monitoring equipment in the world.

The m908 will easily manage your stereo and 7.1.4 Atmos speaker systems,
providing 12 bands of parametric room correction EQ per channel (includ-

Visit us at gracedesign.com for complete details about the m908 and our
entire line of professional audio equipment.

• 24 channel AES3 digital I/O • 16 channel analog outputs • 16 channel ADAT Lightpipe in • 24 channel inputs USB • AES3, S/PDIF, and TOSLINK stereo inputs
• optional Dante™, DigiLink™ or Ravenna™ modules for additional 32 channels of I/O • optional 8 channel ADC modules for 8 - 16 channel analog inputs
• our latest generation AD / DA converters • 4th generation s-Lock pll clocking system for vanishingly low jitter • powerful room correction EQ
• complete bass management capability • channel level and delay calibration • comprehensive downmix control • 5 year warranty • made in the USA

www.gracedesign.com
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I

think it was 1984 when I was first beaten by a
computer at Chess. The computer that beat
me — an Acorn Electron — was by no means
cutting edge; but on the flip-side, I was eight
years old and I’d just
unwrapped it as a Christmas
present. At the time, to me, a
computer being able to play a
game like Chess — probably
the most complicated set of
rules I understood — felt like
witchcraft. A computer was
somehow thinking about how
to beat me!?! Weird.
Of course, the computer
wasn’t specifically working out
how to beat me, but the more it happened, the
easier it became to see it that way. It happened a
lot, may I add. I think I only beat that computer
twice over the next few years. I was no Chess
prodigy, but over time, it made me a better player
because it played to a consistent standard, never
really made a mistake and didn’t take pity on me.
Artificial Intelligence has come a long way since
then, though Chess is often still used as a
benchmark for that progress. Now AI has
encroached on audio processing and even
composition from many different angles —
something that we look at in this issue. It generally
follows two paths: either performing tasks beyond
the ability of human beings (such as, say, noise
filtering or source separation that requires
processing way too fast and involved to perform
manually), or learning from and repeating the work
we do (be that writing musical passages,
performing, or making mix and EQ decisions). The
latter has moved more into the mainstream over
recent years, with various plugins and audio systems
touting their AI abilities — but will they ever
completely automate mixing and production work?
Perhaps, but not always, I’d suggest.
There aren’t many great lines in I, Robot — a film
named after, but bearing little resemblance to, Isaac
Asimov’s collection of stories from 1950. However, a
few that immediately spring to mind come in a
confrontation between Will Smith’s Detective Del

Spooner and the robot, Sonny, who is suspected of
murder.
“Human beings have dreams, even dogs have
dreams, but not you, you are just a machine, an
imitation of life.” Spooner
reminds Sonny, before asking,
“Can a robot write a symphony?
Can a robot turn a canvas into a
beautiful masterpiece?”
Prompted by this outburst,
Sonny somewhat dryly replies:
“Can you?”
And that, I think, maybe a
doorway to the best way to
approach AI technology in
music. A lot of the decisions we
make on a day to day basis when shaping sounds are
simply moves that we’ve learned, observed and will
repeat over and over again. We happily use presets
and templates to cut down the time we take doing
repetitive set up tasks, and we should simply look at
AI as a more advanced version of that approach.
Especially when machine learning is at play,
computers are simply absorbing knowledge and
learning the best approaches and tactics to recreate
‘success’. They are not creating beautiful
symphonies — but, largely, neither are we.
However, the cumulation of lots of correct
decisions almost always adds up to something more
artful than the sum of its parts — so any way that AI
can make suggestions and help us reach better
outcomes will help in the pursuit of what we have in
our heads, while simultaneously allowing us to
spend more time making better choices; to
concentrate on what can take our work closer to the
art we respect and aspire to create.
If you hand over your work to AI as a lazy move
to save money and effort, it may well become the
case that the outcomes become homogeneous and
generic. But, guided by human hand and creativity,
it doesn’t have to be that way.
We’re a fair way from robot audio engineers at
the moment, but never say never. And, the nature of
machine learning, is that… well, it’s always learning.
So, the question is, will we humans be able to stay
ahead?

John
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News

Real-time translation with
SubtitleNEXT

PBT SubtitleNEXT, used for captioning live
events and offline content in real-time, has
moved to v5.11 and the new version brings
with automatic translation features. It also
provides users with the ability to selfadministrate their own licenses; whether
static — which can be used offline on one
PC — or a dynamic log-in type,
circumstances can be changed on a
per-project basis. Other upgrade features
include improvements and additions for live
subtitling projects, including the streaming
of subtitles to Zoom, irrespective of the text
length. SubtitleNEXT has also compiled a
collection of workshops on using their tools,
which are available at the web address
below.
www.tinyurl.com/2p8e3yp6

CEDAR’s Retouch ‘how to’

Audio restoration and noise suppression
specialists CEDAR Audio has released the
first two of a new series of videos
explaining how to perform important audio
optimisation tasks using its Retouch
software. The latest covers the process of
removing audio bleed during postproduction or mixing, while the first dealt
with the process of de-essing without
changing the quality of a voice, or
introducing artefacts. Both are available via
the company’s YouTube page at tinyurl.
com/2p83ax7c, and more are promised in
the near future. In fact, the company is keen
for users to comment on the videos or via
social media on exactly what subjects
viewers would like to see covered.
The Retouch software used in the video
is available as a part of the company’s
Cambridge hardware packages, or as a
native piece of software — CEDAR Studio
Retouch — and as part of the CEDAR Studio
Complete package.
www.cedaraudio.com
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ISE announces three-month
postponement
After consultation with the ISE exhibitor and visitor community, and in the light of the
increasing impact of the Omicron variant in Spain, Integrated Systems Events has decided
that ISE 2022, scheduled for 1-4th February, should be postponed. The event will now take
place on 10-13th May 2022 at the Fira de Barcelona Gran Vía.
Mike Blackman, Managing Director of ISE, said: “We’ve been closely monitoring the
conditions in Europe and have been working hard on your behalf to balance health and
safety concerns with the need for commerce and in-person interaction. It’s been a
challenging time for so many over the past two years, and whilst we cannot wait to meet up
with everyone at ISE 2022, listening to our exhibitors, owners and stakeholders, we have
agreed the best course of action is to postpone the show edition for three months.
“By moving the event to the spring, it provides time for our community to rebalance and
for confidence in international travel and meetings to resume. We will be working closely
with all our exhibitors and stakeholders to ensure a smooth transition to the new dates. We
look forward to hosting the global AV community at ISE 2022 in May in our new home in
Barcelona.”
www.iseurope.org

Prism Sound bundles Ultimate Collection
Anyone purchasing Prism Sound’s Lyra and Titan audio interfaces can now upgrade their
purchase with the new Prism Sound Ultimate Collection. Prism Sound’s parent company
Audio Squadron has created the bundle, which brings together over US$4,000 of software
tools from the company’s stable that includes Prism Sound, Tracktion and SADiE. It includes
instruments, contemporary FX plug-ins and DAW tools like the F.’em FM synthesiser; the
BioTek 2 sampling and synthesis workstation; Waverazor, Abyss, Hyperion and Spacecraft
synths; Retromod Instruments classic hardware synths. The DAW Essentials collection of 16
contemporary FX plug-ins; Waveform Pro DAW software; SADiE 6 Sound Suite software for
recording and editing, and Prism Sound’s own software for audio conversion.
Prism Sound Lyra and Titan customers can place orders for The Ultimate Collection now
and can expect to receive their products by January 2022. Customers who prefer their audio
conversion ‘pure’ can still order Lyra and Titan interfaces without the bundled software.
Prism Sound is also increasing the warranty on all its products from two to five years.
www.prismsound.com

APPOINTMENTS

DPA helps drive Turnébusz
As one of Hungary’s leading sound engineers, László ‘Taki’ Takács prides himself on
capturing pristine sound for his various music projects, and for the Hungarian music-based
television show, Turnébusz [Tour Bus], Taki turned to a selection of mics from DPA mics —
including 4099 CORE Instrument mics, 2011C Twin Diaphragm Cardioids and 2028 Vocal.
Taki began using DPA mics in 2015 for a variety of rock, pop, folk and live concert events,
and with 25 years experience was an obvious choice to deliver Turnébusz, which came about
during the pandemic to record concerts for Hungarian bands that did not have many media
appearance or performance opportunities.
“With 26 bands in the show, the varying styles of the performers required us to use the
most versatile microphones with the best sound qualities,” says Taki. “For the vocalists’
microphones, we used the DPA 2028, which allowed us to minimize any unpleasant,
infiltrating noise. Though not the typical application, we used several 2028 mic capsules for
guitar amps as well. It works perfectly even under extreme sound pressure and is one of my
favourite microphones.”
www.dpamicrophones.com

Focusrite Helps UK Music Institute
Resonance is a brand-new music institute
in the UK’s West Midlands, designed
around a new approach to music and pro
audio instruction, optimised to take its
limited number of students farther, faster.
The facility’s three recording studios, eight
fully equipped rehearsal studios and Mac lab
— for basic DAW-based study — have been
Dante equipped to allow the variety digital
mixers and other equipment to circulate
between any of them.
Resonance CEO and Principal Rick
Benton, tells us that is has “two completely
separate Dante networks running side by
side, so if one drops, we go to Dante B.
There are Ethernet ports in every room... In
effect, this is a 48,000sq ft recording studio
— the sky's the limit."
Focusrite gear in Studio One includes a
Red 16Line interface, and two 8-channel
Focusrite ISA 828 MkII preamps with Dante
converters. In Studio Two, there is another
Red 16Line connected to two RedNet A16R

MkII’s. Studio Three uses a Focusrite Clarett
8Pre USB interface. The Mac Lab has 16 Macs,
each with a Scarlett 2i2 and a Novation
Launchkey Mk3 controller. Rehearsal rooms
are configured to accommodate wheeled
racks with four RedNet MP8R remotecontrolled 8-channel preamps, which can go
into any room individually or together, and
six RedNet AM2 headphone/line out boxes
that float as well.
www.pro.focusrite.com

Loudspeaker manufacturer
PMC has appointed Phil
Millross to the company’s
sales team as Business
Development Manager for
Studio Products in the UK
and Ireland. Formerly
employed as a senior design
engineer, Phil has been with PMC for more
than 13 years and has a thorough
understanding of the company’s entire
portfolio. He is now responsible for
maximising sales, increasing brand
awareness, building strong links with UK
business partners and introducing
producers, engineers and artists to PMC’s
Studio Products portfolio. This includes
the recently launched compact, active
near-and midfield monitors.
“As we celebrate our 30th year, PMC is
rightly renowned for delivering
exceptional audio quality to recording
professionals all over the world,” says
PMC’s CEO Jeff Willcocks. “The launch of
our new monitor range, combined with
our reputation as experts in the world of
immersive audio, is driving a substantial
increase in business and we are
expanding our sales team in the UK to
reflect this growth.”
www.pmc-speakers.com
Polar has announced the
promotion of the current UK
National Sales Manager for
Integrated Solutions, Will
Turney, to the post of Head
of Integrated Solutions. Will
joined the Polar team in 2017
as a Business Development
Manager after five years with the
Harmon-owned AMX. A Marketing and
Management graduate of Newcastle
University, Will's progression at the
company is described as “a reflection of
his dynamism and detailed
understanding of the AV industry.”
Turney himself says that his role
managing the Integrated Sales Division will
include “supporting and developing the
Sales and Technical Support teams at Polar
in continuing to meet the challenges of a
fast-moving technology sector,” and that
he will also be responsible for “liaising with
our brands to develop strategies for new
product launches, as well as ongoing
product updates.”
POLAR Managing Director John
Midgley adds that: "In his time at POLAR,
Will has demonstrated a comprehensive
understanding of AV technologies and
their application in the widest range of
market sectors and possesses a highly
developed set of skills that make him the
ideal fit to take charge of the Division.”
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Leader, a specialist in test
and measurement
instruments for broadcast,
production, post-production,
research, product
development and service
applications, has added Max Holland to its
sales and customer support team as
business development manager. His
arrival will enable the company to focus
more effectively on specific regions of
Britain and mainland Europe.
"We are very pleased to welcome Max
into the company," says the company’s
Europe managing director, Koichi
Fukagawa. "Working alongside Terry
Millard, Djamel Djadi and Kevin Salvidge,
he will form part of an experienced and
talented team addressing the test,
measurement and quality-of-service
analysis needs across the entire spectrum
of digital film and television content
creation, post-production and
broadcasting. His background in the
broadcast and computer software
sectors as well as with one of the UK's
best-known resellers is a good match
with the applicant credentials we
shortlisted for this position.
"The broadcast media industry's
accelerating transition from SDI to IP
makes this a particularly good time to be
joining Leader," Holland adds.
www.leader.co.jp/en

Audio Process goes all digital
Audio Process, a one-stop shop for location recording, post-production and studio
recording in Toronto — the third busiest media production city in North America, after Los
Angeles and New York — are longtime Lectrosonics users that have recently made the
leap from Digital Hybrid Wireless to the company’s fully digital D Squared line. Their cart
and bag rigs offer DSQD four-channel, DCR822 dual-channel, and DCHR compact stereo
units, paired with DBSM body-pack transcorders, the DPR-A plug-on transmitter for boom
work, and DCHT camera hop transmitters. Communications are all-digital as well, thanks to
the M2 Duet system’s four-channel M2T transmitter paired with M2R beltpack receivers.
Audio Process says the massive migration was pretty seamless: “We dove into the Lectro
digital world headfirst,” comments lead location recordist Rob Morrice. “It all worked
flawlessly the first time out.”
When asked what improvements are noticeable in the D Squared system, Morrice quickly
concludes: “range.” He then adds that “The legacy gear — say, SMVs being picked up by
SRCs — was always pretty robust. But with any transmitter, you could get dropouts or a bit
of a noise floor if you got out of range. The DBSM doesn’t do that.”
www.lectrosonics.com

Vitec acquires Audix
As it continues to expand its reach, the
newly formed Optimal Audio arm of the
Focusrite Group, has appointed Atendi as
its Norwegian supplier. The company
supplies audio, lighting, AV and staging
equipment to the professional and
commercial markets, and is firmly
established as a major player in the
industry. It is an importer of leading
brands, supplying a wide range of
customers, including theatres, TV studios,
concert and cultural venues, hotels,
conference centres, rental companies,
architects and contractors.
Raf Willems, Head of Sales and Channel
Marketing EMEA, Optimal Audio
comments: “We are delighted to welcome
Atendi to the Optimal Audio family. With
their proven track record of brand
development in Norway, we are confident
that they are a perfect fit for us. Øystein,
Lorry and their team have built a strong
network throughout Norway, and have a
thorough understanding of the Norwegian
market and its dynamics.”
www.optimal-audio.co.uk
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On January 10th, Vitec Imaging Solutions
— a Division of The Vitec Group PLC — has
announced a deal to acquire mic maker
Audix and its affiliates, with the deal
expected to close shortly. Known for is
studio and live performance mics, designed
and manufactured in Portland, Oregon,
Audix is especially active in the US market.
As part of the Vitec family, the Audix
team and facility in Oregon will become
Vitec Imaging Solutions’ Audio R&D Centre
of Excellence, enabling the acceleration of
in-house microphone product design,
development and manufacturing across all
Vitec audio brands. With the acquisition of
Audix, Vitec’s audio capture strategy is now
structured around three core brands that
cover all growth segments of the $1 billion
microphone market: Audix, Rycote — mic
and noise cancellation accessories, and
JOBY range of mics for content creators.
According to Vitec’s Marco Pezzana,
“Audix is the perfect addition to our existing
audio range, in a high-tech, growing

category. The brand will significantly
increase our total addressable market,
advance our audio technology capabilities
and, most importantly, bring great people
with intimate knowledge of the audio
industry, who will be a real asset to the
company and enable us to accelerate the
delivery of Vitec’s audio strategy.”
www.audixusa.com

/ News

In Memoriam: Lisa Roy
Resolution is sad to
note the passing of
Lisa Roy, an influential
audio production
industry figure, who
died on December 31,
2021. For more than
20 years, she was
president of Rock &
Roy Entertainment,
known for her work on
behalf of music
producers and recording engineers. Over
the years, her client roster included AT&T,
Audio-Technica, Dell, Intel and Roland/
BOSS, and she worked with artists including
Jimmy Jam & Terry Lewis, Alan Parsons,
Tori Amos, Ben Folds, and Danny Elfman.
She played roles in events such as the MTV
Video Music Awards, Pavarotti and Friends,
the Audio Engineering Society convention,
the Latin GRAMMY Awards, and was a
mainstay of the NAMM Show’s annual TEC
Awards.
For years, she and Robert Clyne codirected the technical public relations
initiatives for the annual GRAMMY Awards,
in addition to year-round representation for
the Producers & Engineers Wing of the
Recording Academy. During her career, she
also served as president of Three Fingers
Records and wrote for many music industry
publications.
She was preceded in death by her
husband, recording engineer Csaba Petocz.
She is survived by her partner, guitarist and
songwriter Danny Kortchmar; and her sister,
brother, niece and nephews. In lieu of
flowers, her family asks for donations to be
made in Lisa’s name to either MusiCares, the
ASPCA or Humane Society.

Celestion offers 14-day
demo of SpeakerMix Pro
Speaker maker Celestion is offering a two
week fully functional demo of its
SpeakerMix Pro, designed for use with
Impulse Responses as well as Celestion’s
Dynamic Speaker Responses (DSRs) in
order to create realistic guitar and bass
tones. DSR is Celestion’s own range of
cabinet response models, designed to
capture “the sound and feel of the speaker’s
dynamic, non-linear response for even more
tonal detail.”
SpeakerMix Pro can mix up to six channels
of different DSRs or IRs into a stereo or
mono track and can fix IR sample rate/
project mismatches. The new SpeakerMix
Pro Demo automatically installs with 10
pre-selected sample DSR speaker cabinets,
but upon upgrading to the full version of the
software 10 free cabinets can be chosen by
the user from the Celestion range.
www.celestion.com
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Lawo at heart of studio upgrades
Italy’s largest commercial broadcaster, Mediaset, has upgraded three of its Virgin Radio
studios with Lawo’s Ruby audio broadcast consoles, linked to a single Power Core DSP
mixing engine with VisTool control software at their heart. The install forms the backbone
of a fully IP-based production unit, which will include Lawo R LAY virtual radio solutions to
allow hardware-independent on-air and production work.
VisTool is a customisable touchscreen control environment, offering context-sensitive
onscreen controls, and enables mixing and routing of audio using the same touchscreen
environment used by other studio tools, and can integrate controls for studio applications
such as playout systems, phone systems and codecs directly into the mixing workflow.
It affords presenters the opportunity to manage the radio environment with just a few
mouse clicks, and operators can choose to use either the Ruby hardware, or the VisTool
interface to work virtually in every studio control room.
www.lawo.com

Sound Lounge upgrades Atmos mixing
After their initial Dolby installation in 2018,
Sound Lounge — a Manhattan-based audio
post-production facility, providing services
for TV and radio commercials, feature
films, television series, digital campaigns,
gaming and other emerging media — has
updated its main Film+Television
Deptartment mix stage with a brand new
Dolby Atmos renderer as part of a three
system upgrade. Multiple configuration
possibilities will offer streamlined workflow
and larger capacity for future projects.
“As an artist, using Atmos gives more
flexibility and provides a more immersive
experience than traditional 5.1 or stereo
mixes. On the technical side, it’s one mix
that will render specifically for each viewer’s
playback environment. This provides a
richer, more authentic experience for each
viewer.” says Steve ‘Major’ Giammaria,

Supervising Sound Editor/Re-Recording
Mixer at Sound Lounge. “We are committed
to providing our clients with the tools they
need to tell their stories in the latest
immersive formats.”
Sound Lounge has used its upgraded
Atmos resources to mix and author
television shows, commercials, and other
content, including season two of the hit
children’s series Helpsters on Apple TV+.
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MASTERING... SOLVED.
Michael Romanowski, Coast Mastering
(Alicia Keys, Too $hort, America...)

· BDA4M 4 CH DAC with switchable BX5s
· BAD4M 4 CH ADC with switchable BX1s
· B16-BMB3 Dante

“It gives me flexibility...and clarity that I
need in my work.”

Bill Skibbe, Third Man Mastering
(Jack White, The Black Keys, The Kills...)
· BDA8 8 CH DAC with BOPA14s
· 2 BAD8 16 CH ADC with BX1s
· B80-BMB1 Digilink

"We did a shootout between 6 different
manufacturers and the BURL was the
clear leader...Great bass and perfect
top end."

GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME.
BURLAUDIO.COM/MASTERING

MADE IN THE USA

New Gear

New products
A guide to the latest new hardware and software
Solid State Logic

BiG SiX

Solid State Logic’s BiG SiX is based on the SiX desktop mixer, while
moving the technology into the hybrid production arena — offering a
16-channel mixing console that combines features and technologies from
large-format SSL consoles with full USB integration, additional processing
and routing capabilities.
The console’s SuperAnalogue design borrows heavily from the
company’s 9000 consoles, while the BiG SiX adds a new A-D/D-A USB
interface. Also included is an ‘Essential Version’ of the SSL G-Comp Bus
Compressor, with ‘Auto’ release feature, channel dynamics processing and
a three-band EQ based on the SSL 4000E console. There’s also a
“comprehensive” monitoring section featuring full source matrix feeding
two independent headphone outputs, along with 18-channel analogue
summing at mixdown.
In addition to 16 channels of 96kHz/24-bit USB conversion, which the
user can reroute to External Inputs, Stereo Cues and Pre/Post Fader
options, BiG SiX also features fully balanced insert points on all
SuperAnalogue inputs, full size 100 mm SSL console grade faders, Mix Bus
Inject for cascading additional SiX and BiG SiX, dual independent
headphone outputs and much more. As well as offering four
SuperAnalogue Mic/Line/Hi-Z inputs with polarity switch, the four Stereo
Inputs can be individually switched to dual mono, adding further recording
flexibility.

SSL BiG SiX is available at Solid State Logic‘s network of authorized
dealers and priced at £1,999, $2,999 and €2,499.00 (excluding VAT).
http://solidstatelogic.com

RØDE

sE Electronics

A lightweight (89g),
compact (150mm
length) shotgun
microphone, the
VideoMic GO II
provides a 3.5mm
TRS output for use
with cameras and USB-C
output for delivering power and
for use with smartphones, tablets and computers.
Intended for content creators, pod- and
Vodcasters, it requires no batteries and is compatible
with RØDE’s apps for accessing advanced features and
audio processing via RØDE’s Central app. More specifically, this offers
access to a high-pass filter, high-frequency boost, pad, and control over
the input level and headphone output level. It will also work alongside the
company’s Connect (Podcasting) app. This free piece of software allows
for up to four VideoMic GO IIs (or other compatible mics) to be
simultaneously connected to a computer, providing a software mixer to
control input levels and access to a HP filter, HF boost, and other
processing. The mic also works with its Reporter (iOS and Android)
software. It has the same acoustic design as the VideoMic NTG and NTG5
shotgun microphones. When used in USB mode, the 3.5mm port
functions as a headphone output for zero-latency audio monitoring and
playback. The mic has an all-metal body, and a shockmount and
windshield come with the package.

sE Electronics’ first
dynamic studio
microphone is a frontaddress model featuring
sE’s V Series DMC8
capsule technology,
underpinned with its
own ‘Dynamite’ preamp. The DynaCaster
comes in an all-metal enclosure with a three-layer pop filter and – as its
name implies — is aimed at podcasters, livestreamers and gamers. The
phantom-powered integrated Dynamite pre can provide +30dB of gain,
which the manufacturer notes will eliminate the need for external inline
preamps. It also provides six preset equalisation configurations, accessible
via recessed switches to preserve the user’s preferred settings. Based on
the capsule technology of the company’s V Series dynamics, the
DynaCaster’s DMC8 cardioid capsule captures a “natural and intimate
sound quality” the company sees as tuned for “singers, podcasters,
livestreamers, musicians, engineers and producers alike”. The integrated
pop filter and sE’s shockmount are geared to offering the plosive
protection all those disciplines require. Handily, the three layer filter is also
designed to be easy to be taken apart and sanitised inbetween uses — an
underrated boon in these times — being made from quick drying
materials. The DynaCaster also has a built-in mic stand mount the
company ensures offers a wide swivel range, a “clean aesthetic” for
on-camera work, and “will work with ‘that desk boom’.”

www.en.rode.com

www.seelectronics.com

VideoMic GO II
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DynaCaster

PreSonus

DHD.audio

This latest update is
considered a major move
forward by PreSonus,
bringing with an
enhanced focus on
Mastering. As such, the
Project Page now
provides track volume,
master volume and
insert-effects plug-in
parameter automation. Clip Gain Envelopes have also been added to the
Project Page, enabling you to fix issues while mastering, without using
dynamics plug-ins. The new Listen Bus allows monitoring through
room-correction plug-ins or headphone monitoring tools without
affecting the Master output, while the Digital Release publishing feature
can now export multiple formats at once, with new Target Loudness tools
for setting loudness and true peak during export — along with presets for
every popular streaming service and a new dithering algorithm.
Other new features include the ability to drag MIDI files directly to the
Chord Track to extract chords, creating strum patterns manually by
dragging note events in a selected chord while holding modifier keys, and
improvements to the Ampire XT guitar signal chain plug-in — which now
has faster preset switching. Other improvements include saving
automation with mix scenes, so you can experiment with multiple
automation passes, and the Plug-in Nap feature now being available on a
per plug-in basis.
Studio One 5.5 is a free update for registered Studio One 5 users and is
included in PreSonus Sphere membership.

DHD.audio’s new DX2 desktop
mixing console is a four
fader audio console
designed for
newsroom desks,
podcast studios,
voiceover suites and editing
booths, providing assistive mixing
functions akin to other DHD consoles —
including motorised faders, automix and auto
level gain. It is designed for easy integration with DHD processing cores
— of which there are two new models, the XC3 and XD3 — as long as they
run its new version 10 firmware.
The two new cores provide full support for intra-site as well as multi-site
IP-based device control and audio-over-IP signal distribution and also
support automated workflows and product virtualisation. The XC3 IP core
is designed for on-air studios, with two dual-core DSP modules in 1U that
jointly support up to 48 stereo faders, 72 stereo buses and 16 channels of
AES67 IP audio. IPx expansion modules can be added to accommodate
128 channels of AES67/Ravenna IP audio in/out and up to 512 Dante
channels. A companion module, the new XC3 Concentrator, allows easy
interconnection of multiple IPx modules, control surfaces and I/O modules.
The XD3, accommodates larger systems and networked operations such
as DHD web apps, allows fully redundant configuration and can
accommodate an optional router. Up to 96 stereo faders, 126 stereo buses
and 24 Gigabit Ethernet audio ports can be supported.

Studio One 5.5 Update

DX2, XC3 and XD3 cores,
v10 Firmware.

www.presonus.com

www.dhd-audio.com

CEntrance

Tascam

CEntrance’s ‘The
English Channel’ is
actually a set of three
signal processors that
create a single
modular portable
channel strip: a Studio
Mic Pre with Limiter,
Dynamics Processor
with Gate and DeEsser, and Parametric
EQ with a sonic
enhancer. As the name
hints, the tools use
technology found in
typically ‘British’
recording consoles.
The preamp offers 70dB of Gain, Phantom Power, Hi-Z input, 80Hz
Low-Cut filter, optical, vocal limiter, Aux In/Producer Cue, with USB-C
power through. The Dynamics module, offers a Noise Gate (de-noiser),
optical compressor, adjustable De-Esser, dimmable LED VU meters, with
the ability to daisy chain units for stereo. The EQ + Sonic Enhancer offers
sweepable Low-Cut, 3-band Parametric EQ with a constant Q design and
variable frequency, an a spectral enhancer.
The full channel retails for $2,700 — though the company will offer the
units individually for $900 each.

For those still utilising
decidedly retro
recording setups, or
just willing to bask in
a nostalgic glow,
Tascam’s new 424
Studio Master
cassette tape —
specifically designed
for use with the
company’s
Portastudio series
cassette recorders – has been developed for the 50th anniversary of the
company as a tribute to its heritage.
Developed alongside the National Audio Company, Inc. of Springfield,
MO — the world’s largest manufacturer and duplicator of cassette tape
— it is a Type II High Bias cobalt formulation, using currently available
magnetic oxides, and attempts to recreate the tape the machines were
optimised for, with recording bias and equalisation “as near a match for
Portastudios as possible with materials available in 2021.”
All of Tascam/TEAC’s Portastudios, first released in 1979, used these
inexpensive and easily-found Type II High Bias cassettes, with early 1980’s
Tascam “Gold Reel” examples being the basis of the new cassette’s hand
assembled injection moulded/3D-printed shell design.

The English Channel

www.centrance.com

424 Studio Master
Type II Cassette

www.ascam.com
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Column

Crosstalk
Rob Speight

Resolutions
Rob looks at his agenda for the year to come.

A

s the cholesterol poisoning of Christmas
ebbs away into the arteries of existence
and the brain fog of New Year disperses
across the landscape of self-loathing, I
have to apologise that I haven’t a clue what I am
talking about. For those of you who may have an
inkling, then all I can say is I hope you’ve paid your
license fee. 2021 was generally twelve months of
confusion and 2022 is shaping up to be just as big of
a mess. Yet in the world of pro audio, let's be
honest, we always know where our towels are. One
of the main reasons for this is we always do our
new years resolutions.
Now before you shout, “Oh no we don’t,” please
remember panto season is behind us. Pinocchio’s
rhinoplasty has been successful, Cinderella has
realised glass shoes were a bad idea, and Widow
Twankey has stopped twanking. With that in mind
here are my 2022 Resolution Resolutions…
Don’t let a machine do a persons work: I
remember back in the day, when you were handed
some audio, it was basically what you had to work
with on your production, unless there were
opportunities for pickups, alternative takes or
ADR. Several of these entail more time and
therefore more money and so are just not available
in certain situations. These days, since producers
have become aware of the “magic” we as audio
engineers can sprinkle onto audio using the
powerful software tools at our disposal, the phrase
“fix it in the mix” seems to be re-rearing its head
across all areas of production. It is a worrying
trend, and the more these machine learning/
AI-based software solutions present themselves,
the more it is assumed that maths-based solutions
are the way to deal with audio issues that should be
fixed during production, not in post.
For me, the foremost question that should be
being asked as an audio engineer is ‘Should I do
this?’, not ‘Can I do this?’
I’ve had producers tell me that the talent lives
next to a launderette, but figured I could remove
the sound of the washing machines and tumble
driers coming through the wall. My response was:
‘maybe, but removing the sounds of me screaming
as I rip the hair out of my bloodied scalp maybe a
tad trickier.’
This all comes down to education, or at least
explaining to people the lost art of using a
telephone. Why is it acceptable for people to
assume that maths can solve any audio problem?
Most of it is subtractive and even the most complex
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algorithms can only attempt to recreate missing
audio. MP3s and Zoom audio for music and speech
respectively have only continued to push the
quality of what is acceptable down and down.
I could go on and on about this, and probably
will as I sit in my rocking chair in a darkened room
talking to my live Christmas tree, Dave, who is
slowly going brown in the corner because I haven’t
watered him.
So the first Resolution resolution is: I will try to
re-educate producers into believing quality audio
should be the starting point, not something aspired
to during post-production.
More ‘Should I’ than ‘Can I’: This relates to
dialogue editing and specifically dialogue in
interviews. We’re all human, we all make mistakes,
we all need to think about what we are saying.
Some people are better at this than others and
some, umm, are like, needlessly filling, you know,
sentences with, kinda, stuff that just makes, oooh
look a pigeon!, an interview incredibly, where was
I? Oh yes, frustrating to, like, listen to. Know what I
mean?
There are several pieces of software in the world
that can transcribe and automatically remove filler
words. I’m not going to name names because most
of them are horrible. Yet this trend for hacking

dialogue to the n’th degree when it makes the
speaker sound like they are riding in a carriage
pulled by a three legged donkey (whose missing leg
has been replaced by a plank of wood with a wheel
nailed to it) across a cobbled street, has gone way
past computers thinking they are great.
Some producers will edit a transcription without
listening to the audio — removing every last umm,
ahh and gasp for air, creating the aforementioned
donkey wobble if the audio is edited verbatim.
Again, this is surely just a problem that could be
solved by having a frank conversation with the
producer or editor. Demonstrating how the simple
act of leaving in the odd stumble to allow the
dialogue to flow is preferable to having hideous
edits due to excessive intonation changes
So, Resolution resolution number two is: I will
listen, think and make a case for why some things
are just better left said.
Plugin FOMO: This somewhat relates to the
previous two resolutions of leaving well alone…
Hmmm, maybe there’s a theme here?. Whenever I
go onto various audio forums, be they specifically
for Pro Tools, post-production, podcast editing or
the like, there is this constant underlying
discussion about what plugin people use for what,
or what plugins are currently on sale or ‘What
plugin should I use to achieve X?’
There is often little discussion about the creative
reasoning behind wanting to do something. I’ve
seen discussions about what processing people put
on tracks by default. Don’t get me wrong, I also
have templates that do the same thing, but again
this leads to complacency and making decisions
based on assumptions, rather than listening to
audio and then deciding what is the best way to
tackle any issues you might have.
This being said, plugins are useful, but when
was the last time you inserted a plugin into a track
and listened to what effect that was having on the
tonality of the sound before you started fiddling
with it? This is especially true of emulated plugins,
EQs and compressors for example. Think about it,
why do people use specific mixing consoles? It’s
generally because they like the way they sound —
not that they like the EQ specifically, or that the
preamps are amazing, but that the electronics, just
by being, has a pleasing tonal effect. I often wonder
if just having my voice permanently piped through
a nice analogue SSL might create a tone that’s less
likely to get me into an argument with my wife.
Resolution three is, therefore: I will know why a

plugin is being used and don’t follow the crowd. I
will use what works best in the current situation,
not what is trendy or what is ‘right’!
Cloud busting: Over the summer I saw a cloud
that looked the spitting image of Donald Trump
smoking a cigar float past the studio window.
Clouds can hold more than that — rain, hail, sand
and of-course, UFOs. In audio terms, none of this is
extremely useful, except maybe for the UFOs
which will help me get off this planet when the
revolution comes. But the information cloud is
something I have used since Gobbler was
introduced back in the early 2000s, but these days I
stick with the more sensibly named Dropbox and
Google Drive.
But should we really rely on these services to
keep data safe? How reliable and safe are they?
They might be rock solid (they’re not), you’re
internet might be super reliable (it isn’t) and you
don’t have the capacity to have local copies (you
do). We’ve all had issues of not being able to access
data at a crucial point for one reason or another.
We’ve all had backup, backup, backup drummed
into our heads, but how many of you have
relinquished that responsibility to a faceless
corporation? How many of you run your sessions
off of a cloud linked directory? DON’T!
I read horror stories this year of several users of
one cloud service having their entire account
wiped of data and cancelled because they had
allegedly breached terms and conditions. To add
insult to injury, because they were no longer
paying customers their only access to customer
service was via email. I personally have suffered
Pro Tools sessions getting corrupted on Dropbox
and, because of the syncing process, once one
place gets corrupted everything gets corrupted.
Your data is your livelihood and it should be treated
as such. Make copies of your cloud drive to another
local drive that the cloud service cannot access.
Use something like Carbon Copy Cloner to make
regular copies of this to another drive so you can go
back and recover something without having to rely
on the cloud.
The fourth resolution is: I won’t rely on the
cloud for my workflow.

flexibility in my left arm to the point where putting
on a jacket was incredibly painful.
Sitting for long periods is bad for you. Listening
at elevated volume levels for hours at a time is bad
for you. Not only that, critical listening is incredibly
mentally exhausting. So how did I tackle this?
Firstly I implemented a simple schedule for
myself. Every hour I get up regardless, even if it’s
just to walk round the room. Every two hours I get
a drink and give myself 10-15 mins in a different
space, even if it’s just the kitchen making tea.
Finally, every four hours I eat and give myself a
minimum of a half-hour break.
This is not 100% practicable, but it is something

to aspire to. Even using a timer that buzzes on your
watch so as not to make it obvious to a client can be
helpful. I find it really helps to stay focussed,
physically healthy, mentally sharp and energised.
All this coupled with a new chair (I did finally
invest in an Aeron and I’ve never looked —
especially at the invoice) has really helped.
So the fifth and final Resolution resolution is: I
am not only going to listen to audio, I am going to
listen to my body as well.
With that, my two-hour alarm just went off so
it’s definitely time for tea. I’m going to wander to
the kitchen while singing the lyrics of one song to
the tune of another.

It’s always time for tea

This final one is something I learned this year, and
which basically left me so I couldn’t stand up
without my back causing me great pain. It's all very
well working eight hours straight without getting
up from the chair, but think about what long term
effects this is having on your body. Think about
your back, your waistline, your ears and your
overall mental health. This one is no joke!
Last summer I was slammed, working on three
big shows simultaneously as well as writing. I
would often look out of the window wistfully,
trying to remember what the wind felt like on my
face. Then one day I went to get up and had the
worse pain at the base of my spine. I literally could
not get up. I worked out that if I stayed bent and
raised myself up, then straightened my body, I
could do it with only slight discomfort. However,
this injury from sitting for prolonged periods on a
less than ideal (but brand new) chair, also stopped
me from cycling and running. Additionally, I lost
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Reviews

KRK Classic 8 & Sub 10.4
JOHN MOORE looks at a couple of unfussy new additions to
the KRK reference monitor range.

/ The Classic 8 is a charmingly simple reference
monitor with a big hi-fi sound

K

RK’s visually distinctive range of monitors
has recently been expanded with new
additions to the Classic line, a — relatively
— simple range of active monitors that, as
the name suggests, hark back to the brand’s ROKIT
line. Joining the existing Classic 5 (5” woofer)
model are the Classic 7, and the model we have
here: the Classic 8, a 100 watt, 8" woofered active
monitor, bi-amped (25W + 75W) with class A/B
amplifiers. The signature yellow KRK speaker, in
this case a glass aramid composite as opposed to
the Kevlar utilised in other models, is paired with a
1” dome tweeter. Bass response, meanwhile, is
shaped by a front-firing port.
The rear panel offers inputs via balanced 1/4"
TRS, balanced XLR and RCA, with controls for
Volume (-30dB to +6dB) and high-frequency (above
2kHz) and low-frequency (below 200Hz)
adjustments; these are both notched in four
positions (-2dB, -1dB, Flat and +1dB) to allow a
fairly rudimentary EQ adjustment that serves to
shape the sound to a user’s general taste more than
it can be applied to truly tailor their output to a
specific room.

especially to those working from conventional
desks or less-than-optimised workspaces. It’s never
going to turn heads, but it’s a nice little touch to this
reviewer’s eye.
In terms of sound, the Classic 8s deliver sonics
that are on the warmer side; the bass ports provide
a rounded lower end that doesn’t become flappy
even when pushed. KRK says that the frequency
response can reach down as far as 35Hz, and that
seems to be the case. For their size, these aren’t the
loudest monitors you’ll ever use, but they can
happily fill a decent sized control room or
workspace with a delivery that is ideally suited to
the heavier side of the musical spectrum, be that
rock, dance or bass-driven sounds.
Higher up the frequency spectrum, the
speakers seem nimble enough to deliver clarity,
definition and a good representation of spaces in
that context too. It’s not a ‘warts-and-all’ delivery by
far, in fact the Classics have a pleasing sound, but
they represent a reality that exists in listening
environments many users can easily relate to
rather than any esoteric or rarified considerations.
As such, when well adapted to their placement and
room, they appear to deliver mixes that can be
trusted to transfer to a good range of real-world
applications.

10.4 Sub

In addition to the Classic 8s, our review package
included the KRK 10.4 Sub, which shares its
distinctive yellow woofer (though this time 10”,
obviously) and front-facing port with the Classics.
It too is a simple system, with a Footswitchcontrollable crossover that feeds the Classic 8s (or
other speaker of your choice) via the same range of
connections as the Classic 8 offers. The system
offers four crossover points (50-,60-,70- or 80Hz)
along with switches for input sensitivity, polarity,
standby and ground lift as part of a simple back
panel, that offers little more beyond that than a
volume control.
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Build better

Beyond their everyone-knows-a-KRK-from-a-mileaway look, the Classic 8s are almost surprisingly
understated in this day and age. The lack of
whistles and bells is pleasant, though, as it leaves a
unpretentious system that does its job at a very
competitive price. There is no trickery here, which
no-doubt help to hit that price point, but these are
simple speakers that deliver a warm, pleasing,
distinctly hi-fi sound. They could easily bridge
markets between — say — a small studio dedicating
itself to rock or dance music and a DJ/remixer
looking for a weightier option to mount at their
workspace, providing neither are looking for a
product that helps compensate for shoddy room
acoustics.
The limited tailoring options are practical for
suiting output to taste more than they are to room
optimisation, but that’s not to say that the option
to tame broad frequencies a little is not extremely
usable. It’s just another of many simple, practical
decisions in a neat all-round package. The
addition of the 10.4 Sub elevates that whole affair
to something that could serve nearfield duties in a
decent-sized control room, while offering the bass
extension that many now require — all while
fundamentally retaining the character and modus
operandi of the system, which is a throwback to a
simpler — pre-DSP — time.

VERDICT

The simple life

Rugged simplicity is very much the name of the
game here; the enclosures have a heft and weight
that is pleasing, and as a package there is a
generally unfussy nature to it all. The simple
practicality extends to the addition of foam
isolation pads to the bottom of the enclosure, an
addition that is of use to virtually everyone —

In terms of its delivery, despite the low
extension of the Classic 8s, for bigger rooms — or
those who need to concentrate their attention on
LF content — this sub would represent an
important add-on to the system. Not only does it
provide more power in that all important
frequency region, even at subtler levels it seems to
provide extra focus to the mid-range delivery from
the Classic 8s that is noticeable when the 10.4 is
switched out, which can be conveniently done with
a footswitch for quick A/Bing. There is plenty of
advice for setting up the subwoofer in the product
guide, and its undeniable that as an addition it
helps overall performance, certainly as your
proximity to the speakers reduces.

PROS	
Good quality, simple reference monitors;
hefty build; distinctive looks; price; simple
sub options to augment system effectively
CONS
/ The Sub 10 would form an effective addition to
virtually and KRK nearfield systems for more bass heft

No DSP whistles and bells

www.krkmusic.com
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Austrian Audio Hi-X65
BARRY RUDOLPH looks at a new set of cans from a new name in pro audio.

T

he handsome Hi-X65 Professional Open-Back headphones
are one of the newest products coming from Austrian
Audio — a new European company based in Vienna,
Austria and made up of mostly former AKG personnel.
The Hi-X65 headphones are professional
monitoring headphones specifically
designed for mixing and mastering use.
The Hi-X65 headphones use their
Hi-X Drive Technology that begins
with a 44mm (1.73”) diameter
driver, a ring magnet system and a
copper-plated aluminium voice
coil. The low-mass diaphragm
combined with the strongest
magnetic field (in its class)
coupled with an improved
airflow means the driver is
capable of high excursions. The
ability to move air (for low
frequency reproduction) and
also fast transient response
enables an overall linear
frequency response. The
inherent qualities of this design
mean the Hi-X65 provides
excellent stereo imaging and
low THD — total harmonic
distortion measured <0.1% at
1kHz. The company claims THD
measures up to a “three-times
better” in the bass.

Headphones for Music Mixing

Headphones are another way to verify many details while
mixing music — they could be your only other way to scrutinize
your work to assure its quality. I find that a good set of headphones
has become a necessity in my music mixing workflow.
I rely on headphones in the first part of my mix process for
the ‘microscopic inspection’ of the recording quality of
individual tracks and for hearing extraneous noises and bad
edits. By subtracting the acoustics of the room and the sound

of your particular monitor speakers,
listening on good headphones right on
your ears is a more pure experience,
where flaws seem to be magnified. These
are defects that have eluded me (or
others) while listening on my
main monitors.
Later on, sometime
during the mix, I use
headphones more
musically for things like
checking the balance of
the lead vocal level
versus the backing
track level. Mixing
only on headphones is
problematic (for me)
with instruments,
vocals, percussion and
effects equally heard
with no sense of
foreground or
background — the
feeling of depth of
field. This is why
taking a break from the
monitors and listening
on phones is a necessity
in my world.
Near the end of my mix
process, it is easy to switch to
headphones for checking and
refining overall mix compression/
limiting settings and any mastering EQ.
It is probably more that the act of
listening on another set of speakers —
even headphone drivers — highlights
problems immediately.

Headphone Powering

I use a very typical studio setup system
for headphones. It’s the same system for
both the singers and musicians I’m
recording as well as for me listening at the
mixing position. I have a 100W Hafler
stereo power amp that drives a Simon
Systems CB-4 headphone box out in the
recording room and also a second passive
headphone box I built myself located at my
listening position.
I’ve found that using this amp and
all-passive headphone boxes will drive any
set of headphones of any impedance to full
level. Unlike many powered personal
headphone boxes, this system doesn’t distort
at any volume. This is noteworthy when
overdubbing guitar players or drummers
who demand loud phones when playing
their instruments in the studio.

Comparing Headphones

I compared the Hi-X65s to my only other
set of open-back headphones that cost
about three times as much. I have been
relying on them for music mix checks for
about a year now and I know what they do.
I am able to play both Hi-X65s and my
other pair at the same time so I can just
quickly swap them on/off my head while
listening to the same section of a music mix
playing out of Pro Tools HDX.
The Austrian Audio Hi-X65s were more
sensitive (25Ohms impedance) and used a
lower volume control setting when I first
matched loudness; they require about
150mW and are 310g on my head. My other
open-backs weighed in at 612g and
required 250mW or more of audio power.
Stereo imaging was excellent for both but
the bass was more present on my other
heavier pair. But the Hi-X65 has a flatter,
truer and had a more even frequency
response than the ‘expensive’ pair.
I also thought the Hi-X65s were better
made than my more expensive and heavier
pair with the metal hardware and swivel
mechanism more rugged. They adjusted and
fit my head perfectly with newly redesigned
memory foam earpads that are replaceable.
The Hi-X65 comes with both 3m (9ft)
and 1.2m (4ft) detachable cables with
3.5mm connectors at both ends. I loved the
shorter cable because my custom
headphone box is located just to my lower
left at the mixing position. You get a ⅛” or
3.5mm to 6.3mm or ¼” threaded adapter
and the foldable design that collapses
nicely to fit the plush carrying bag.
My conclusions became clear the more
I used the Hi-X65s. While I loved the sound
of both pairs, the expensive ones have a
hyped and ‘wonderful sound’, but the
Hi-X65 headphones were truer and are a
better tool for professional mixing and
mastering and critical listening.
The Austrian Audio Hi-X65 Open-Back
Headphones sell for $429 US and £319 UK
(incl. VAT).

VERDICT
PROS

Lightweight; comfortable;
well-made; flat frequency response.

CONS

None.

www.austrian.audio/hi-x65
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Celestion Speaker Pro
JOHN MOORE looks at the in-depth modelling software from Celestion that looks to bring
the best of its guitar speaker range to a flexible plug-in package.

C

elestion has offered IRs of its speakers for
some time, but has recently stepped into
the software realm fully with Speaker Pro.
A complete plug-in solution for the final
part of your guitar sound, it offers speaker, cabinet,
mic and room modelling along with EQ to tailor
that tone.
For those who feel digital modelling of the
complete guitar signal chain is a step too far,
twinning an amp with a Load Box — to imitate the
load of a speaker, avoid damaging the amplifier
circuitry, and output a line-level signal to a DAW or
mixer — twinned with a cabinet Impulse Response
(IR) has become the way to go. While many Load
Boxes offer cab sims, or even IR loaders, Speaker
Pro is Celestion’s own system for completing the
process and features some interesting wrinkles.

IR v DSR

It differentiates itself from other speaker IR systems
with its own proprietary format: the Dynamic
Speaker Response. IRs are a great way of capturing
the effect of different pieces of hardware or
recording the ambience of spaces in a fixed state,
but they are a snapshot, not a realistic model. The
Dynamic Speaker Responses applied by Celestion
are models created to capture the non-linear nature
of a speaker as the signal and load sent to it changes
— the different ways the cone vibrates, or how the
magnets respond to harmonic elements of the
sound. These are all elements that the company sees
as central to the idea of ‘tone’, and which manifest
themselves in the very unique playing styles of
different players and their relationship to certain
pieces of equipment. Celestion says it has applied
in-depth measurements of speakers, and how they
react, to creating these models. This should mean
results much closer to real-world recording
situations, less compromise and more of the player’s
flair being translated into your DAW. So, what’s the
real-world manifestation of this?
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Plugging in

What you get is a great looking, welcoming
GUI that shows your cab of choice in a room, above
a mixer. You can combine up to six different cab,
speaker and mic combinations to create your tone
and blend them using said mixer. Each channel is
afforded a parametric EQ, with an additional EQ
being available on the overall sound. Room
ambience can also be blended in. A Delay setting to
the left splits the mono output of the channel in
question and delays a side to create doubling and
light phase. While above that, the Z Curve setting,
imitates altering the impedance curve of the
cabinet and thus the tone; this can compensate for
the effect of certain Load Boxes, which can flatten
the character of the sound, or simply be used as an
EQ shaping effect.
The speakers that can be loaded into the cabs
come exclusively from Celestion’s DSR range
— you can choose 10 upon purchase — though
conventional IRs can be loaded into channels too
(though are then only afforded EQ control, as they
are fixed-state representations). It’s all enjoyable
simple and easy to follow. I’ll admit, though, a
dangerous rabbit hole to dive down!

Sound per pound

If you’re thinking of adding this software to an
all-digital amp modelling set-up in your DAW,
Speaker Pro will no doubt give a range of tonal
options and unique mixing set-up within which
you can play with the flavours of your guitar tone
post amp sim. It is a lot of fun, but that’s not really
the point of it; its real calling is to be used with
favoured amp heads and a Load Box. In that case,
this stands as the option most dedicated to
delivering adaptability and realism in DAW-based
guitar recording.
There aren’t many guitarists who’ve never used
Celestion’s speakers, so the mixing and matching
of its DSRs here, along with mic and cab

configurations, make it easy to quickly match or at
least closely approximate the vast majority of client
set-ups in order to track directly from the control
room (or for re-amping). Other systems offer a
wider range of models and options, but here you’re
getting deeply detailed dives across a narrower
range.
For recording on the move, or in situations that
don’t allow cab micing or high volumes, it offers a
more transparent and artist-friendly alternative to
full modelling options, and greatly streamlines the
workflow of adding room ambience and getting
veracity in the results. Let’s face it, it’s much more
fun to fiddle with a tube amp than Amplitube.
The built-in EQ is useful (not least to those
thinking of using the system in live settings), but
it’s a shame that multiple amp choices cannot be
routed out separately for processing with thirdparty software — and the Delay feature is a nice
additional doubling effect.
There are other systems that do Speaker Pro’s
job with IRs, but the depth of detail Celestion’s own
DSRs offer, twinned with the user-friendliness of
the interface makes the process simple, while
delivering a level of realism that would serve in the
vast majority of practical applications. Add to this
the ability to push the envelope of what the
speakers are capable of and have them react with
decent veracity adds an edge of unpredictability
that IRs can’t. There are limits, of course — not
least in there only being three mic model options
— but IR loading leaves open the option of
‘sampling’ a bespoke rig and mic configuration
during sessions, which can be used later and even
further augmented within the software.

Conclusion

For engineers loathed to go fully into the world of
digital amping, this is a great way to get at the
benefits of in-the-box workflows while still having
access to all the amps they’ve loved before — as
well as a potential lifesaver when circumstances
simply don’t allow for another full session and the
rigmarole that goes with it.

VERDICT
PROS

Excellent interface; IR import; good
range of speaker options; ease of use;
DSR details.

CONS

Celestion-specific; limited mic choices;
only stereo output.

www.celestion.com
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Unique room correction /speaker optimization solution
Complete monitoring section with multiple speaker sets & talkback
Integrates easily into the most complex studio environment (Eucon)
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TRINNOV’S UNIQUE OPTIMIZER
Our world-renowned room correction Optimizer Technology is
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The
Interview

Shooter
Jennings
Shooter Jennings’ refusal to conform to generic trends has
fueled his emergence as both a rock and country music
producer. DANNY TURNER charts the highs and lows

After working on
Pro Tools for 25 years
and knowing my way
around the computer,
I knew I’d need a lot
more equipment
when I started mixing
other people’s
records. I have a lot
of cool gear, but it’s
not your normal stuff

/ His small mix room is an esoteric mix of kit choices, many with of them with a story

Photos: Scott Dudelson

T

he only son of country legends Waylon
Jennings and Jessi Colter, Shooter
Jennings’ early years were spent in his crib
travelling America on the back of a tour
bus. A passionate teenage drummer, until he
discovered guitar, by his early twenties Jennings
was already defying expectations with his rockbased approach to country on albums Put the “O”
Back in Country and Electric Rodeo. Although
successful, he never found full acceptance on the
Nashville scene, and doubling down with the
dystopian concept album Black Ribbons in 2010
almost seemed like career suicide.
However, the more Jennings widened the scope
of those he chose to collaborate with, the further
he garnered their respect and admiration. This not
only led to invitations to produce for iconic country
stars such as Jamey Johnson, Bill Ray Cyrus and
Brandi Carlile, but also controversial rock artist
Marilyn Manson and hip hop luminaries such as
Yelawolf and DJ Paul. In 2020, Tanya Tucker’s
album While I’m, Livin, which Jennings produced,
garnered two Grammy wins, proving that he could
not only break down barriers, but resurrect fading
careers.
How much did your early life travelling with
your parents on tour buses inform the artist that
you are today?
It’s funny because, as a really young kid, I didn’t

When I made Black Ribbons it was a singular
effort. I made a concept album that I thought
would blow people’s minds, but when we got
out there, they were like, ‘we hate you’
think I was going to be a musician. When I was 13
or 14, there was a pedal steel player in my dad’s
band called Bobby Turner and his son and I used to
go to record stores and buy records just based on
the album cover. We were like Beavis and ButtHead and into rock and roll. I’ve played drums my
entire life and played around with piano, but after
putting together my first band I was off to the races.
Your relationship with Nashville hasn’t always
been an easy one…
I moved to LA and had a band that worked really
hard to get noticed, but we didn’t get signed and
around the time that my dad died in my early
twenties I fell head over heels with country music.
My first three records in Nashville were popular,
but I still felt rejected and that kind of burned me.
After that, I spent a lot of time in New York, made a
couple of records and now I love LA. Nowadays, I
can’t stand going back to Nashville — they’re all

caught up in the music game and it’s exhausting to
watch the way it works down there.
Did you have a desire to provoke rather than
become part of a scene?
I had a naive dream with my first couple of records.
I felt we could add a modern rock and roll
sensibility to country, make it cool and hipsounding and expand its borders. At first, it felt like
we were going to be allowed to try and do that, but
being on a major label didn’t serve me the way I’d
imagined. Maybe if we’d sold more records we
could have broken through, but I was fighting a
system I didn’t have enough clout to beat.
We made The Wolf to try and win back
Nashville’s affection — and I’m proud of that
record, but things got even worse with the label.
That’s why I threw myself into the album Black
Ribbons in 2010 and tried to make the most artistic
thing that I could.
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You’ve admitted that Black Ribbons didn’t go
down to well. Was it was another example of you
trying to push the boundaries, but getting your
ego bruised?
My ego was already destroyed before I started
making Black Ribbons. With Put the “O” Back in
Country and Electric Rodeo, Universal South didn’t
mess with my records at all and let Dave Cobb and
I do whatever we wanted, although I later realised I
wasn’t really being me all of the time.
We spent way too much money, I didn’t tour for
months because my daughter was born and
promoting the album was like dragging around a
dead wolf. All of a sudden all of the people who
said, ‘you’re the best’ and ‘you’re the greatest’ were
gone and I was yesterday’s news in Nashville.
When I made Black Ribbons it was a singular effort.
I made a concept album that I thought would blow
people’s minds, but when we got out there, they
were like, ‘we hate you’ and ‘you did this on
purpose!’
Alex Jones was the only person who’d have me
on the radio to talk about it [laughs]. When I played
Houston and there were only 28 people in the
audience, what was left of my ego was completely
extinguished.
Having said that, working with Stephen King on
some of the album’s narration must have made
it all worthwhile?
I know, and in retrospect that record continues to
give more back to me than any other that I’ve
made. It also introduced me to a lot of people, as
did the Giorgio Moroder record, Countach (for
Giorgio) [comprised completely of songs
composed by Moroder and his many
collaborators, including Never Ending Story and
Cat People]. I really didn’t expect things to happen
that way and find it strange how the really wild
ones seem to do that.
Generally, there seems to be more of a
tendency to cross-pollinate genres these days.
Do you think that evolution is technology led,
in that we now have the tools to move sound
around in a way that allows us to think out
of the box?
I think you’re right about that, but there are several
elements at play. I grew up with MTV, listening to
the radio on the way to school and buying tapes
and CDs — it was all about sales, genres, big labels
and everything was attuned to that. With the
internet and streaming, they’re trying to get you to
reach multiple audiences so there’s no longer a
need for the whole genre thing. There’s good and
bad to that homage innovation — if you’re letting
genres breed you’re going to get one big messy
genre and a load of garbage, but some boundless
music comes out of that too.

/ While country music remains his spiritual home, Nashville
does not; Shooter’s career is firmly rooted on the West Coast
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Your recent single Gene’s Song was part of the
sessions for an album called Over a Cocaine
Rainbow recorded in 2017. Will that record ever
see the light of day?
I’m not saying that people can’t handle it, but the
album’s a little too crazy. In 2016, I was pretty lost.
My manager passed away unexpectedly and I
didn’t know where my career was going. I felt like

/ Interview

I feel like it’s my job to take a form that fits and keep everyone happy.
I don’t believe in getting stuck or frustrated, I believe I can get in there,
keep everyone excited the entire time and solve any problems
I’d hit a ceiling and had just made the Countach
record, which I was proud of, but didn’t know
where to go next.
So I made Over a Cocaine Rainbow, which
featured Gene’s Song, Leave Those Memories Alone
and a couple of others, and went looking for a
label, but they didn’t get it at all.
One guy said, ‘Dude, I think that sometimes
you’re just too far ahead of everybody’. The album
was a stream of consciousness, and there are
multiple times where it takes a left turn. I didn’t
want to go on the road back then, and now I’m
more into producing and working on other
people’s art.
As mentioned, you’ve been making albums
regularly yet still find time to produce for iconic
artists like Billy Ray Cyrus, Jamey Johnson and
Tanya Tucker. How did those projects arise?
My manager changed everything by teaching me
to see not who I think I should be, but who I was.
He said you need to have a label and you need to
start producing more records, so Jamey and Billy

were part of my production warm up. When I did
the Countach (For Giorgio) record and asked
Brandi Carlile to be on it, that changed
everything, particularly as Brandi asked me to
co-produce her next record. Now, I work for
Concord as a staff producer/A&R and still produce
records on the side, so I’m having a wonderful
time doing both.
Do you have a production philosophy in terms of
what your expectations are of people in order
for a project to work?
Not really. I feel like it’s my job to take a form that
fits and keep everyone happy. I don’t believe in
getting stuck or frustrated, I believe I can get in
there, keep everyone excited the entire time and
solve any problems. On some records, they may
want me to add a little spice or just make sure it’s
recorded great and other times they want me to
help write the entire record. Depending on the job,
I guess they’re always seeing a different version of
me, but that’s when I feel like I can give my best
results.

Lyrics are really important, but some people are
just driven and moved by music. I grew up in that
world so I can relate to and fit in well with those
kinds of artists. I have a great relationship with
Brandi Carlile where we can discuss a concept and
inspire each other to make cool things happen
within a group. We’re starting the new Tanya
Tucker record tomorrow, and I’m really excited
about this one.
Being a proficient player yourself must be a
major benefit in terms of communicating ideas?
I learned the value of that from Dave Cobb because
he’s a great guitar player and drummer. In him, I
saw the kind of producer I wanted to be because
his methods allow for pure collaboration where
you don’t need another language. That doesn’t
mean that a producer who doesn’t play isn’t great,
because there are masters who haven’t played a
note in their life, but it’s helpful for sure. The best
producers I’ve met are people who have listened to
a shitload of music, are record collectors and know
all the deep cuts from many different bands.
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/ Shooter’s esoteric tribute to Giorgio Moroder opened the door for unexpected collaborations, and shifted his career path

Since you moved into production, was there a
requirement to kit your studio out with gear that
could be used on other people’s productions
rather than your just own?
I definitely became much more of a gearhead.
After Dave Cobb moved to Nashville I started
making my own records and my singular
experiences were informed by him. He’d always
have the best new gear, or the old best gear. I’ve
spent my whole life messing around with a Pro
Tools rig at my home studio and didn’t spend
money on great gear because I usually didn’t
need it, but after working on Pro Tools for 25
years and knowing my way around the computer
I knew I’d need a lot more equipment when I
started mixing other people’s records. I have a lot
of cool gear but it’s not your normal stuff; it’s
specific to my needs. I’ve had the same monitors
since I was 19 and carried them with me all the
way from Nashville — they’re the Mackie HR824s
from the ‘90s.
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As I’ve worked on different projects, I’ve
collected different pieces of gear from
different people that I’ve learned from and
customised them into my setup
Are you welded to classic vintage technologies
or do you have a more inquisitive approach?
I’m definitely inquisitive but don’t have the best of
the best because I can’t afford it. Dave had this
one channel from a Sound Techniques board that
was in the Elektra/Asylum Studio in LA where
they cut Iggy Pop’s Fun House, Warren Zevon’s
Warren Zevon and the Doors’ The Soft Parade. I
bought it from him and now it’s my favourite
piece of gear and I run every mix through it. As
I’ve worked on different projects, I’ve collected

different pieces of gear from different people
that I’ve learned from and customised them into
my setup.
For example, I have a very specific Silverface
1176 compressor from the ‘80s that’s very ELO
versus Tom Petty and an Eventide H910, which was
THE Bowie effects box. Spike Stent showed me this
incredible Overstayer Dual Imperial Channel,
which is basically an EQ, compressor and limiter in
a box, but it’s an amazingly creative device, so I
ended up buying that too.

/ Interview

You also have Neil Young’s Lexicon 224 reverb.
Can you feel his vibe emanating through it, and
is it inspiring for that reason alone?
Yes it is, and it has Neil’s handwritten notes from
Harvest Moon on the bottom of the settings. I got
that from a friend of mine, Bobby Emmett, who
played piano during the Black Ribbons tour and
went on to play keyboards for Sturgill Simpson.
That’s definitely a cool one — if you put drum
machines through it, it sounds so Giorgio Moroder.
You don’t feel the need for a console, preferring
to integrate the Avid Artist Mix Control Surface
into your Pro Tools set up…
I mix at home and don’t have enough room for a
console, although I don’t need one because I run
everything through the Sound Techniques channel
I mentioned. I heard that Danny White, who
bought the company, is building a new version of
that one channel and creating a 64-channel board.
They’re building some amazing consoles right
now, but that’s $150,000 I don’t have. With the Avid
control surface, I just wanted to have something
small that had flying faders I could do rides with

when mixing on Pro Tools. It’s my control panel
and I use it for every mix because it’s got eight
faders and I can scoot around on it nicely.

computer and modems, so I’m very much an old
nerd that has a rich love affair with technology.

How involved do you get on the software side of
things?
I got into a lot of sound design and audio
manipulation because I came from the whole Nine
Inch Nails, Ministry, Prodigy world of industrial
and electronica. During that time, I was into Studio
Vision Pro and doing a lot of MIDI programming
and sample design. At the end of the day, I’m a
computer geek — I collect old computers and have
old TVs in my studio. I’ve still got a Windows 98

What are you working on at present, either in
terms of solo music of producing for others?
I don’t know if you’re aware of a rapper called
Yelawolf, but we made an album together two
years ago that’s about to come out on March 11th in
the US. It’s a rock and roll record, so there’s no hip
hop on it, but he’s a fantastic singer and we made
all the music with my band. It’s one of the favourite
records that I’ve ever been a part of. I don’t usually
listen to music after I’ve made it, but I can’t put this
one down!

EQ232D
Bettermaker EQ232D
is a faithful plugin recreation
of one of the most respected
analog mastering EQs of the
new millennium

The Bettermaker EQ232D is the Pultec of the 21st Century.
Matt Schaeffer - Recording Engineer (Kendrick Lamar, Bakar, A$AP Rocky)
I can use my Bettermaker on a plane, I can use it on a train, I will use it on a bus, I will
use it everywhere man oh man.
- Jimmy Douglass (Aaliyah, Missy Elliott, Ginuwine, Jay-Z.)
The analog version of the Bettermaker EQ has been my final top-end and bottom-end
for final touches on almost every single mix for the past five years. The plugin version
is a winner! Sounds, looks and feels fantastic.
- Luca Pretolesi - Producer/Mixing/Mastering Engineer (Diplo/Major Lazer, Snoop Lion,
Steve Aoki)
The Bettermaker certainly lives up to its name, it's a wonderful sounding EQ that's
simple enough to get results quickly, but with enough features to address any problem
areas in your audio. The P EQ section allows for great tone-shaping, while EQ 1/2 and
the HPF let you address the fine details. A great addition to anyone's EQ arsenal.
- Paul "Willie Green" Womack (The Roots, Wiz Khalifa, ScHoolboy Q)

/ Though he was the son of Waylon Jennings, Shooter
grew up with a passion for rock, including Nine Inch
Nails and Ministry

AVAILABLE ONLY ON
PLUGIN-ALLIANCE.COM
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Craft

Tom Salta
The composer/producer talks to JOHN MOORE about his
distinctive work on the soundtrack of developer Arkane/
Bethedsa’s acclaimed Playstation 5 FPS, Deathloop

W

ith game, trailer and TV credits to his
name, Tom Salta has moved from
performing on stage and in the studio
with a wide variety of artists to
building a solid career and impressive body of
work in multimedia composition and production.
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His work on Deathloop for developer Arkane
turned heads as one of the standout pieces of game
music in 2021, and perfectly complimented the
cool retro aesthetic of the game’s characters and
locations; evoking the spy thrillers and TV cop
shows of the ‘60s and ‘70s.

At what point in the project did you come on
board?
I came in when it was fairly developed. Arkane
showed me a lot of the overviews of the maps and
gave me a 50-page document, explaining the
characters — the various Visionaries [Deathloop’s
antagonists] — the art direction; some very
primitive, playable levels; screen captures, things
like that. It was fairly well on... that being said, I
was done in June 2020, basically a year before the
game came out.
Did Arkane give you reference points for the
soundtrack? Were they saying ‘Bond, Man from
U.N.C.L.E., Mission Impossible’? Or was that the
flavour that you hit on?
There was a three-fold combination of references.
Firstly, it was ‘the ‘60s’. Specifically, late ‘60s — 1968

/ Surrounded by synths, including a Minimoog (left) and Arturia’s Matrix Brute (lower right)

to... maybe, 71 tops — so that’s the window, and the
instrumentation, pop music from that time. Then it
was ‘orchestral’, but from the same timeframe.
Then, it had to have a little of what they referred to
as ‘exotic flavour.’
When they talk about that ‘flavour’, they’re
talking about providing that tether back to the
Dishonoured series. ‘Exotic’, means solo
instruments like mandolin or sounds that gave it a
very localised feel. Blackreef [the isolated fictional
Island where Deathloop’s action takes place] has a
very specific region to it.
How much freedom did you then have to
express those concepts, and how much was
music was bouncing backwards and forwards
between the creators and yourself?
It was a really nice balance between having
freedom and also having specific requests. I think
it’s the perfect combination. [Arkane’s] Michel
Trémouiller is wonderful, and an experienced
audio director who has just the right combination
that I like to work with: specific ideas, but also
willing to give you a lot of freedom.
The theme, Welcome to Blackreef, was a
surprising journey. The original theme I wrote was
something very mysterious. I was referred to the
movie Mysterious Island, from 1961, and also Lost.
So, the original theme had a very mysterious, calm
vibe to it. Michel and the team liked it and it hit all
the points that they wanted. But, as I got started
getting familiar with the personality of the project

It was going to be the same piece of music
for all the targets, but with one instrument
added or removed. But, then I couldn’t help
myself... I said, ‘Look, let me just expand on
that a little bit.’
— about two months in, when I started hearing
some of the dialogue between the NPCs — I
thought: ‘This game has so much personality, and
it doesn’t take itself seriously, and it’s got so much
action and a bigger-than-life feeling to it... This
needs a more vibrant, edgy theme to it...’
I didn’t tell Michel, because he’d already
approved it, but I took a week off to just focus on
this new experiment. Then, I brought in the female
voice; I wrote out this little part, and I had my
friend Aeralie Brighton — wonderful singer — just
do these cool ‘oohs’ and ‘ahhs’ thing vocal touches
on top of it.
Then I sent it over to him. I said, ‘I know you’ve
approved the theme, but this one might work
better because it has this loopable aspect to it, and
also it goes from mysterious into action.’
He took a little while, and it was a few weeks of
back and forth, but I gave him some time and he
finally came back, saying ‘Yeah, I agree with you.’

Did you use the old theme somewhere else?
No. Well… the only place where you can hear hints
of it is in the exploration section of the upper city,
Updaam. So the first half of [the tune] Updaam has
some hints of it, but the instrumentation of
Welcome to Blackreef at the beginning there, where
it just does that four-note or four-chord
progression, that’s the same instrumentation, but
the chords of it, the melody is gone. It does not
exist in the game.
Were there any concessions to procedurally
generated music for the game? Did the developer
ask for music that could be interconnected as
players move between different sections and
different moods within the game?
Not really. I think one of the only concessions, at
least originally, was that we really didn’t have that
much scope. The game was going to be 25
minutes of score, right? That was the original
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I’ve done things before many times on projects. I
did that with Prince of Persia too. Even when it’s a
huge budget, I will say ‘okay, we have this much to
work with, so what how can we use it most
effectively?’
What is your go-to DAW, synthesisers and
instruments that you work with when you
beginning an idea?
I’m a Logic guy. I’ve been a Logic guy since 1989,
when It was Notator — on an Atari ST! Most things
are done in the box, and I used a lot of virtual
instruments, even though it doesn’t sound that
way. I do have a set of Jenco Vibes, and I did mic
them up, but I would do it strategically. The B3
sounds, for example, they were all virtual.
I would run things through all kinds of signal
chains that are ‘authentic’ emulations. So, for
example, I made sure that for the most part the
reverbs I was using, or the echoes, they were all of
the period.

/ Tom’s best spy pose, befitting of the Deathloop’s distinctive style

scope. A lot of people point out that if you listen to
the music for each of the Visionaries, a lot of it is
similar. Well... that’s intentional. Originally, there
was only supposed to be one ‘Target Suite’, and
there was only going to be one instrument that
changed. It was going to be the same piece of
music for all the targets, but with one instrument
added or removed. But, then I couldn’t help
myself... I said, ‘Look, I let me just expand on that
a little bit.’
So the Visionaries’ themes are more varied than
they were originally supposed to be because I gave
them a little bit — actually, a lot — more than was
required.
Having those different character tunes feeds a
lot of extra life into the game for somebody
playing for hours and hours, doesn’t it?
Right. Exactly. I felt that it was a little too limiting to
just have, let’s say, the same bassline or literally the
same music for every character. So some of them
do change quite a bit, and they have different riffs,
but they’re all in the same key and all at the same
tempo.
It ended up working out nicely, because there’s
enough variety, and then the way they
implemented the music, even though there’s a lot
of shared material, and there’s a lot of returning
back to the same area, it’s at different times of the
day. And it’s done in different ways. So there’s a lot
of variety. But that main theme was very critical.
And that’s why I wanted to have a theme that was
very listenable... And loopable.
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What is your production process? I take it you
start with samples — probably on your own, or
with an assistant — and then bring other
musicians in?
So, because we originally didn’t have much to work
with time-wise or budget-wise, I did everything in
the box; you know, just myself. I don’t have an
assistant that puts tracks together for me, so I did it
all on my own. Then I focused on specific places
where the soundtrack would benefit from bringing
in a soloist.
So, for example, I would call upon my
wonderful friend, Phillipe Saisse — who’s a
legendary jazz guy, producer — and he would just
do some incredible treatments on vibraphone; live
vibraphone, live Rhodes clavinet, piano, treated
piano. He would go in there and do some cool
effects. So, I get a lot of benefits just by focusing on
one person rather than an orchestra or an
ensemble that would cost a lot more, and you
wouldn’t get quite as much bang-for-the-buck, so to
speak. So I would focus on soloists.
I had three different guitar players and, of
course, Aeralie Brighton. She sang the parts on the
theme, and then I would bring that material in and
repurpose it in other parts of the game. I also
worked with a saxophonist, David Mann.
I worked with different soloists throughout the
whole score and that was the way that I was able to
get the vision I wanted and also keep it very
manageable. You have to deal with reality
sometimes, right? There’s only a certain amount of
money you have to work with and that is the way

Like Waves’ Abbey Road Chambers, and the like?
Yes. Like that. Absolutely. I would use those
chambers, I would use models of vintage plates
and things like that; tape echo and spring reverb
emulations. I did a lot of research before I got into
writing the music. I spent weeks doing R&D and
listening and emulating a lot of these actual sounds
and instruments from a lot of albums; Led
Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix and Zappa.
That’s one thing I love to do, even as a kid in
high school I would spend a lot of time listening to
things and then trying to emulate them very
closely. That was my early experience touring with
Bobby Brown, it was my job to listen to his albums
and to recreate the actual sounds themselves. I was
his band, just me… so I would, kind of, be a
musical director for myself and try to make a new
band on my own. I think it was successful.
My job, and my goal with everything I do, is to
make something so recognisably unique, that you
can hear it and then instantly know what it is. I
think we accomplished that with Deathloop.
Did you go back to the old Hugh Montenegro
Man from U.N.C.L.E. soundtracks? Because that
was all Capitol Records, Al Schmitt produced
and engineered stuff with a unique sound,
wasn’t it?
I mixed and matched a lot. I mean, when you listen
to it, you kind of get into my head, you can kind of
pick out ‘oh, wow, this is a little Hendrix
reference... And this is Led Zeppelin thing. And
this is a Bullitt thing’.
Bullitt was a perfect reference point for the
technique of creating suspense. So, when you hear
those loud in-your-face hi-hats, it’s like ‘there you
go... There’s your ‘approach music’, there’s your
tension layer!’
I would refer to all different kinds of music and
pull out the essence of what worked best. Like Yes’
Roundabout — you might pick out, let’s say, in the
Action section of Updaam, you can definitely hear
my Yes influence coming out there in the bassline.
I assemble my own deck of cards, so to speak. My
own band, based on my own experience and seeing
the late ’60s through my unique personal lens.
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Every so often, I go back and I re-evaluate. I update my gear, and
sometimes it gets simplified. And right now, I’m happy to say that, I’m not
using any outboard.
What was your brief to deliver the soundtrack?
Did you mix to stereo, or did you mix to
immersive or surround for the sake of the game?
It was all stereo delivery, it was pretty
straightforward in that sense. Regardless of how
they were going to implement it, and whether it be
in some kind of surround, I think mainly, it all
starts as a stereo source. And I’m pretty sure it
ended up still being that way, even though they
might pull some cool surround tricks. The music
itself was mixed to stereo.
Were you using tape emulations and things like
that to get to deliver a vintage sound on the mix,
or did you leave that to the mastering engineers?
I ended up mastering it myself! They asked me to
do the mastering. So, I can tell you there were tape
emulations that made their way into the signal
chain, but I would listen first, and then decide
where it would be needed. I did not have a
‘set-and-forget’ signal chain of any kind, anywhere
on the score. I find that when I do that, it limits and
compromises the quality of the project.

I try to be honest when I’m listening and say,
‘Okay, does this sound better or worse?’ I mean, no
one’s going to see that I’m using this tape or vinyl
emulation, they’re just gonna listen to it.
Sometimes it doesn’t sound better to put more stuff
on, it sounds better without it. So, I would try
everything out.
There is a little pitch wobbling on almost the
entire score. It’s part of what makes it sound old.
Do you analogue sum your channels out of
the box?
Now? No. I used to, I used to years ago... Maybe
10-15 years ago. And then I stopped. I said, you
know, what, this isn’t really making a big
difference. A lot of people say, ‘Oh, the stereo’, ‘the
soundstage is huge’. But, you know what? It’s not...
Every so often, I go back and I re-evaluate. I update
my gear, and sometimes it gets simplified. And
right now, I’m happy to say that, I’m not using any
outboard. With the mastering signal chain,
everything I do can be bounced in the box offline.
It really always comes down to the person using

the tools and the experience. And so I don’t get
carried away with, it’s always going through this. I
don’t get snobbish about my signal chains
anymore. I’m like, you know, what, sometimes the
simplest easiest thing works quite nicely.
Tom offers Masterclasses in composing
and production workflows for game
soundtrack projects — including a deep
dive into his work on Deathloop — as
well as live seminars and coverage of
other related topics. You can find them
at www.tomsalta.com/masterclass.
He has offered a discount for
Resolution readers using the following
codes: “DL-Resolution-100” will give
$100 his Deathloop series; “GMEResolution-60” offers $60 off the
Game Music Essentials masterclass and
“BDL-Resolution-150” is $150 off a
multi-masterclass bundle.
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/ James Loughrey feels at home away from home. In this case, in Axe & Trap Studios, Wells

We first met this talented producer and engineer back in
2009 (Resolution V8.5) and GEORGE SHILLING thought it
was time to catch up

W

hen we last met James Loughrey
(then at Britannia Row Studios), he
had already worked with Page &
Plant, Björk, Sugababes, Atomic
Kitten and various Spice Girls. He had also mixed a
number of 5.1 projects at Strongroom for SACD
and DVD including Ronan Keating, Manic Street
Preachers and Super Furry Animals.
Since then, he has produced and/or engineered
five albums with Welsh reggae metal band
Skindred. He also produced and mixed two albums
with prog-metallers Godsticks, and recently
produced an album with West Country rockers
Reef, recording at Real World and mixing at his old
Strongroom haunt. Loughrey has also moved from
South London to a farm in the West Country, and
has set up a mix room there.
“I just wanted to do something different. We’d
had the kids, and London wasn’t great.”
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But it’s not all heavy rock. He produced the likes
of Afro-pop band Mavin who are big stars in
Nigeria, and more recently a folk artist. Making use
of local and residential studios, he has recently
been producing an as-yet unnamed new band at
Rockfield and Vada Studios. Resolution caught up
with Loughrey at Axe & Trap Studios near Wells,
close to Loughrey’s home, and another favourite
local tracking space for him.

Last time you told us about setting up a drum
tunnel with a second bass drum… What other
unusual miking things do you like to do?
I mike the piano for ambience…
And put a brick on the sustain pedal?
Yeah! I’ve done that a few times, when you’re doing
drums or guitars in a small room like this and
there’s a piano in the corner; I’d usually put some

I like to lay an old snare skin upside down on
top of the snare. You get a great, really
weighty snare sound. When you hear it, it’s like
something from Daft Punk!

Photos courtesy of RecordProduction.com

James Loughrey

Do you do overdub sessions in your home setup?
No, in London I used to do that. I like going to
studios. If you don’t go to studios, you’re missing out
on half the fun — and you’ve got people round your
house all the time, which I don’t really like. It’s okay
on the odd thing, like a vocal overdub. When you
mix at home, you can stop and fetch the kids. When
you’ve got clients with you it stops that. And you’ve
got to give them lunch! And I’ve been to some really
good studios lately. I went to Vada, and that was
great, and I’ve got Real World down the road.

mics on it, and close the lid. You get a nice sound
out of it — especially if you’re doing something a bit
post-rock or atmospheric. It’s almost like an echo
plate. There’s a lot of stuff you can do in Pro Tools
that make those kinds of things redundant — you
can set delays and lo-fi them. But if you do stuff
while you’re making a song… When you’re working
with a good engineer, they make it sound good as
you record it. There’s none of this, ‘Don’t worry,
when I get home it’s going to sound great’!
When I work with an engineer and they’re
compressing the vocals and cranking things, I’m
not worried about it, because I know where it’s
going, and if it sounds good… With a lot of these old
records, that’s how they would do it, because you
wouldn’t necessarily be able to do it afterwards,
you got the sound you wanted to tape. Another
thing I like to do is to lay an old snare skin upside
down on top of the snare. You get a great, really
weighty snare sound. When you hear it, it’s like
something from Daft Punk!
Do you do any elaborate miking for guitar amps?
If it’s overdriven guitars, then I like a 421 and an
active ribbon. I like to make sure they’re in phase,
and that’s enough for me. I prefer them to be on
different speakers, and you can hear if it’s not in
phase and move it around a bit. But I do DI it, then
when I’m editing I’ve got the DI signal so I can see
the transients. But if I’m doing any other guitar
overdubs, I like to have a bit of fun with it. When I
was at Vada we had the room mics as well, and
moved the guitar around a little bit to reposition
the room mics. When you bring up the close mics
and pan them, with the stereo room mics behind it,
it feels like it’s a musician in the room.
Did you engineer the Skindred albums?
Well since we last spoke I’ve done five albums with
them, which has taken up pretty much all my time!
I started off engineering, then as the albums
progressed I got someone else in to help, while I
produced. It just gets a bit much, producing and
engineering.
In the old days when you were sitting with the
tape, it was a bit slower. But sitting at the computer
and doing all that stuff while trying to sort out band
stuff in the background, and organise and keep
everyone happy, make them all feel wanted… It’s
quite nice to take a back seat. I always thought I’d
engineer and get my drum sound. After a while I
realised, this guy is sitting here every day in this
studio recording drums, so he should do it. He
knows how it’s going to sound better. And it makes
your records sound better.

/ While he’s happy to mix alone at home, James much prefers the studio experience when clients are present

I like going to studios. If you don’t go to
studios, you’re missing out on half the fun.
Do you mix in-the-box?
Yeah. I was summing with my [SSL] X-Desk and
various outboard. Then Pro Tools came out with
offline bouncing, and I realised when I was
doing stems, I’d be sitting there all day. And now
I just press a button, and 30 seconds later it’s
bounced it off. So I do everything in the box, then
when I go back to do a mix, two years later if
I have to get anything up, it’s all there. It’s
changed my life. I had a Toft ATB desk as well.
So I had the X-Desk, and the inserts of the board
over the channels, but the board would be a bit
hit-and-miss sometimes. And I did a mix and
someone said, ‘There’s loads of crackling when
the toms are on’. So I thought, I’ll take it off the

board and do it with Auxes off the desk. And it
sounded just as good, so I thought I’d save myself
a lot of work.

Another Year

You’re not tempted to have anything analogue
across the mix bus?
Originally, with the X-Desk, I’d got an SSL
compressor and a Shadow Hills over it. And I used
to go into an Apogee with soft limiting. If you do it
in the computer, you send it off to mastering and
they’re going to do that stuff anyway. Whenever I
send mixes off they’re loud, they’ve got a limiter on
them. So I’m alright at the moment, but I’m
thinking of changing my whole setup… I’ve still got

Fuzzy Logic

What sort of production input did you have on
the sound?
A bit of everything. With a band like that every
album is different. The songs get made in the
studio and things just happen. You’d go: ‘Why don’t
we try and make it like this…?’ And you go down
that route, and then suddenly the whole album’s
gone down that route — without having a
masterplan behind it. The last album, we got into
fuzzy guitars, so lots of Suzi Quatro and Slade kind
of stuff, which worked really well.

/ As a producer, James thinks quality studios and their quality equipment is key to the development of young bands
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you change things as you go. But when you do a
mix for a band you’ve never met, you send it over
and they come back and say, ‘That’s absolutely
nothing like we thought it was going to be’!
But over Zoom you can play it quietly and have a
chat and start off on a better foot.

Back To Rock

/ Together again: George Shilling (left) meet James Loughrey for Resolution 12 years on…

Rock and roll is actually really exciting to
mix on a board. You don’t need to mess
with that stuff
the Native card and the trash can [Mac Pro], and
the Avid hardware, and my X-Desk which is just
used for a volume control. I’m thinking of getting
rid of it all, and getting a new iMac and a sound
card, and having nothing on my desk, just the
computer and speakers, and a monitor controller.
The trouble with a desk is when it stops working,
you’ve got to get it out and get round the back… It
all starts being a bit hard work. And I just paid my
Avid subscription, so I have to keep doing this job
for another year!

Do you use Zoom a lot since lockdown?
Yes, I do mixing over Zoom and that works really
well. When you’re in a studio with someone, you
do the mix, and you can feel them behind you, and

What’s the difference between working for
labels and working directly with bands or their
management?
With a label, in some ways it’s easier, because they
go: ‘Can you make this record? You’ll go and do
pre-production, then go into the studio on this
date, then you have to hand it in on this date.’
Whereas with management, I tend to do one or
two songs first, because they’re not ready to do an
album. But, if I do three songs with a band then go
in the studio a few months later and do another
three songs, they can be completely different.
With this band I’ve just been doing, I thought the
demos made them sound like an old band with
too many overdubs, so we went in for the first
batch, cranked the amps and worked fast. Then
the next time we spent a bit longer, and then the
third sessions they sound like they could be on
Radio 2! We would never have done the stuff
we’ve just done on the first session. We’ve just
been to Strongroom and recorded BVs with the
London Community Gospel Choir.
With Skindred, we hammered out the first
album in two weeks. With the second album we
were allowed to go in for four weeks, but I can hear
that we spent a lot of time on stuff that didn’t need
to be spent. The third album, we then went, ‘We’re
gonna make this back to rock!’
But when I listen back, I think ‘I wish that had a
bit more…[laughs]!’

Did you mix the recent Reef single on the desk at
Strongroom?
Yes. I used the G Series in Studio 3. Stuff like that,
rock and roll, is actually really exciting to mix on a
board. You don’t need to mess with that stuff. I use
the Pro Tools automation, then there’s some stuff
you do manually on the desk — like the fade. I just
did the radio edit at home from stereo stems. But
it’s so nice to remember how to mix on a desk.
Mixing stuff like that on a computer, if people send
me stuff, I’ll spend half the day sorting it out then I
have to come back the next day with a fresh mind.
But if you just put it up on a desk, it sounds great,
you mix it in three hours.
There are loads of amps and instruments here at
Axe & Trap, is the gear part of the draw?
Yeah, there’s some good stuff. This Marshall
sounds really good. When you work with young
bands, they don’t always have very good gear, so
when you come somewhere like this and they have
all the amps and things, it really does help.
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/ The way we were: James at Brit Row Studios in 2009, where Resolution previously interviewed him

Al schmitt

Capturing the signature sound of one of the most iconic music producer-engineers, “Al Schmitt” features processing for vocal, piano,
bass, brass, strings and mix bus.

LEAPWING.COM

Craft

The Liverpool producer talks creative connections
and studios with NIGEL JOPSON

A

l has made his name as a producer, mixer
and engineer with acts such as Bring Me
The Horizon, Cast, Paris Youth
Foundation and Jalen N’Gonda, as well as
developing a catalogue of new talented bands.
Recent clients include The Reytons, STONE, Glass
Caves, KO KO MO, Bedside Manners and Little
Triggers. Groves was instrumental in setting up
Sandhills Studio in Liverpool, and is now owner of
the renowned Motor Museum, a facility that's
shaped the careers of artists such as the Arctic
Monkeys, The 1975 and Oasis over its three-decade
history.
Are you a studio owner or a producer?
I’m a producer and mixer independently, and
that’s the career I’ve always pursued. It’s just been
very convenient and economical for me to own my
34 / January/February 2022

studios. I’ve benefited from opportunities I might
have been overlooked for had I not had my own
facility at the time. Romesh Dodangoda (Resolution
V19.3) is a great example of my ‘category’ of
producer/engineer — Romesh started Longwave
Studios and that gave him an outlet to show the
world what he could do with bands, but over time
his recognition has grown beyond that and people
hire him rather than Longwave. That’s very much
what The Motor Museum has done for me over the
years.
How do you see Motor Museum’s position as a
recording facility?
In Liverpool, Motor Museum has traditionally been
one of a handful of flagship commercially available
recording studios. What I see as different about the
Motor Museum is that it has always been producer-

The previous Motor Museum owner was
producer Mike Crossey, featured in Resolution
V8.1 and V18.4…
It was thanks to Mike that I was originally able to
become the studio leaseholder in 2012. Mike gave
me a lot of pointers. He knew that I was kind of
outgrowing Sandhills Studio, and its location
meant that I wasn't able to attract the kind of clients
I really aspired to. I did a test recording day at
Motor Museum, and was absolutely converted
within about two hours, I thought — this is
incredible! The size of the space meant I had to
work a little differently and to plan accordingly —
but the quality of the rooms and level of refinement
acoustically, and workflow wise, was significantly
better than I’d known before. Mike gave me a sort
of little black book of his favourite signal paths,
possible things to try.
I remember one of them was: “put your drums

Photos: Mike Banks (John Latham, Stone Room)

Al Groves

led. It's had a particular generation of producer, or
handful of producers, that have based themselves
here, and we have collectively curated the studio to
be a creative destination — rather than the building
being owned by investors who, for whatever
reason, need to create a large commercial studio as
a business.

/ Motor Museum control room with Genelec 8351B monitors

If you put loads of
effort and passion
into it, it only gets
better from there…
in the Stone Room; ribbon mics around the kit into
valve mic preamps… and watch your jaw drop!”
That's like a gift from the Motor Museum to
whoever's in there at the time.
Was Sandhills your first studio in Liverpool?
Yes, my friend Mark Bartley (who funded
Sandhills) and I hand-built everything with
lightweight timber construction, and designed it
from scratch in what was, most fortunately, a
reasonably-sized space. I bypassed recording in
bedrooms or having to record in makeshift places
where you're always excusing your space. We
spent months looking at pictures of Avatar studios,
Abbey Road, SARM West and Air Lyndhurst — just
all these incredibly inspiring rooms. We said:
wouldn’t it be cool if the control room was in the
middle and then a great big live room in front, and
then all these wrap-around booths? I was in a very
lucky position because it was so cheap, so ‘DIY’,
that we could just invent it as we went along, and if
we built a wall in the wrong place we could move it!
I think that this opportunity — to not have to suffer
through horrible building constraints — meant I
really got the bug for how much the room and the
studio influenced the recording process, and how
important that was to me, to be inspired and to
have a good work environment.

If you’re not part of a global act’s permanent
production team, has it actually become
necessary these days for production pros to own
a studio?
I might say that! But I do have friends who are very
successful, who don't have their own studios —
although they may have production rooms which
they use as a base — but they track in larger
facilities. It's a different sense of identity. Maybe
they're more, ‘people people’ than ‘in-the-studio’
people! When you're based at a particular facility,
you become very sharp in that facility, but your
identity does also becomes somewhat integrated
with the studio. I think of people like Steve Albini

(Resolution V10.1): his identity and that of Chicago
studio Electrical Audio have merged, although
Steve was really well-known before he founded the
studio. Actually, Electrical Audio is an embodiment
of his vision, not the other way around — yet the
Electrical Audio ethos has grown and is now
reputationally somehow bigger than Steve himself!
I left everything as it was in the Motor Museum
initially, because I wanted to prove I could work to
the level of the facility, before I started to put my
own stamp on it. I feel I got to know the place well,
and then over the last five years I’ve changed quite
a lot of equipment and become more detailed and
quite particular about what I want the studio to be.

/ The ‘Stone Room’ — you know that’s gonna sound loud!
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/ Groves demonstrates his new SSL to Resolution contributor Russell Cottier

Most recently, you changed the monitoring in
the Motor Museum?
In 2019 I noticed that there were some small
problems that just kept cropping up, a signature in
all of my work. It was just a little something at the
top plus some low end issues, and it was getting
quite frustrating. I felt I was very close, but there
was something in the mixes which was just not
exactly right. The most effective change I could
think to make, because it was also the easiest one
to quantify, was changing speakers. I thought: I'm
going to be incredibly cautious… but I’ll just have a
conversation with a few people about monitors.
Romesh pointed me in the direction of Genelec,
but I was quite nervous about going down the
monitor-change path again, just when my work
was good and consistent.
But you committed to installing the Genelecs?
We set up the Genelec 8351B speakers in my room,
and I didn’t turn the old monitors on from then
until I sold them six months later! I've never looked
back and the Genelecs are now the only monitor in
the main room in the Motor Museum. Two of the
studios that are on long-term rent at Motor
Museum have also now converted to Genelecs. So
they're slowly infiltrating the whole of Merseyside!
What do you particularly like about ‘The Ones’?
The low end from the 8351Bs is utterly
remarkable. Originally I had them set up on the
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The Genelec Ones sound like massive main
monitors, the imaging is enormous, they’re
so robust sounding
meter bridge in the traditional position and it
sounded really good. More recently, I was
clearing up and I just moved everything back
about half a meter from the console to access it.
When I came back around to the front and put
some music on, the first thing I noticed was the
bottom end and just the general sense of impact
was a lot more apparent than it was when they
were up on the console. It was just a happy
accident! So when Andy Bensley [Genelec brand
manager] came two weeks later he said, “let's
push them right up against the back wall, I’ll
calibrate them and see what happens.”
They're now about a centimetre away from the
physical wall sitting right underneath the very old
main monitors that were built-in to the wall.
Honestly, the Genelec Ones sound like massive
main monitors, the imaging is enormous, they’re
so robust sounding. When you want to be moved
by the music to make you excited about what
you're doing, they give you all that. But you just
can't ‘hear the speaker’, you just hear the sound. I

actually trust what the monitors tell me. And one
thing that you really need to trust that you can
never second guess is your monitors. I think the
fact that I haven't got any other speakers now in the
building is a real testament to how good the
Genelecs are.
We noticed the Motor Museum has also recently
acquired a new SSL Duality Delta SE 48 console…
It wasn’t part of my original plan. My plan when I
purchased the freehold of the building and
everything inside it, was going to be to recover
from the shock financially for a while and not
make any changes! We’d had a Neve for around 15
years, an 8224 32 channel 24 bus desk. It sounded
great, very thick harmonically — it just sounded
very analogue — very rock and roll, I really loved it
and learned to mix and work on it.
So why did you replace the Neve?
It was quite expensive to maintain, it was pretty
frustrating for me, because there were very few

/ Craft

repair people who could work on it. Then, in 2019,
there were three or four ‘spec projects’ which I
went in for, and I was not successful with any of
them. Two of them were quite important new acts
— I’ve done reasonably well with quite established
artists, but I wanted to take a project from the very
fledgling stages and make a success of it, so I felt
quite frustrated. You go through the whole
horrible self-doubt process: What did I do wrong?
What could I have done better? In my probably
fairly illogical, whimsical thought process… I
decided it was because I needed a bigger console!
Was that because of the mixing workflow forced
on you with a vintage console?
I am absolutely most comfortable, and most
effective mixing on a large console with
automation, where I can spread out and where I
can mix quickly. I wouldn’t necessarily say ‘mixing
as a performance’, but I'm very connected to that
process. It just feels very intuitive to me to have
everything on faders. That's really what I always
aspired to do, going back to 2005, when I saw a
band working at SARM studios in London.
I've always felt like a big SSL is the tool that gets
me inspired. It makes me go: I want to do this. It
just breeds the sound — that interaction between
me, my creative desire to hear something and how
I can achieve it with the equipment in front of me. I
tried various setups with the Neve as analogue
processing, but it's just frustrating. The workflow is
watered down. The sound is watered down, and

you end up becoming more of a technical manager
rather than a music mixer. The SSL is everything I
need, in terms of recording and monitoring. It's
just a different landscape for me now, my work has
improved, I'd even say as quickly as overnight. I
think probably for the first time in my career, I'm
coming home from the studio every evening, I'm
listening to mixes I've just printed off, and I’m
really enjoying them.
Is working in a traditional way on the SSL
Duality about committing to creative decisions?
For me, it’s about taking options away that are not
productive for me. I do quite a lot of production
masterclasses and guest lecturing, and I use the
phrase ‘option anxiety’ for the way I and some
other engineers might feel when we’re working
in-the-box. Having too much ability to revise and
tweak — which basically makes producers go in
circles, losing sight of what they aim to achieve.
With a console you have a finite channel count and
functions, the same EQ and compressor on each
channel that you just learn to use really effectively.
It actually makes the job for me psychologically a
lot easier because I'm removing levels of selfdoubt.
Which engineers or producers inspire you?
The mixer I admire more than anyone else is
probably Andy Wallace. I just like how his mixes
sound so effortless… so natural, and yet complete
and musical. You don’t think “that’s been mixed to

make it exciting” — you just think — “that band is
exciting!”
I don’t always achieve it, but this is definitely the
result I am pursuing. It’s lots of revising on level
automation in the mix, rather than adjusting the
bass guitar EQ to get it to tuck in. It’s quite labour
intensive, but I find it a quite addictive way of
mixing.
Which act have you been working with recently?
A new band called Bedside Manners, they're just
great — a guitar band with their own sound. They're
not trying to copy anything else, or to follow any
particular trends. They sell-out 500 seat venues near
Merseyside with no external promotion team or
support. Also Little Triggers — who are one of the
first bands I have actually written songs with. It just
happened organically, because they were so busy
with live commitments they weren't able to write so
much. The band have a sync deal in America that
kept requiring more and more tunes, so we did a
couple of writing days together in the studio. That
was fuelled a bit by my manager, who pointed out
there were projects I might be missing out on
because I’m not known as a writer-producer. And
I’m just about to head into the studio with STONE …
who I’m head over heels for!
Are you still managed by Pip Newby of Friends
vs. Music?
Yes, I’ve been with Pip since 2017. I very much like
guitar bands, and many of the acts he signed when
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/ Motor Museum’s SSL Duality Delta SE 48

he worked at PIAS and Atlantic make the type of
records I would have liked to work on. The most
valuable thing, to me, about Pip’s management
style is his A&R background. He's worked with
producers from a ‘hiring them’ perspective, and
he's worked with artists from an A&R perspective.
He's worked on both things from a label point-ofview, as in ‘shopping’ projects to receive a great
product back.
So he intimately understands the decisionmaking process and the mechanics of how all that
works — and how flawed that process can be, as
well — and how we can get around some of the
stumbling blocks for producers, like the inevitable
‘safe pair of hands’ default position from some
labels. If you get a knock-back, it's nice to know
that there's somebody going through that with you
when it happens. Pip is somebody that I genuinely
believe really likes the work I do — because no
producer actually ‘really likes’ their own work!

I’m most comfortable and effective mixing on
a large console with automation
be like, what your experience should be. How
exciting it should be for a band to create music in a
particular way — blueprints for forging a career
— how thrilling that could be. I still feel like this
now, after seventeen years, and I'm trying to
translate that into every element I’m able to curate
for the studio, when I’m mixing, recording, or in
practice rooms with bands.
I’m very proud of the team of engineers and

Which other engineers work with you at the
Motor Museum?
I have some great partners who are dedicated to
what we do, and really aim for the level of
excellence I am inspired by. The studio is mainly
run between myself and the in-house engineer Bob
Mackenzie. Other producers would come in and
work with Bob, who is the ‘beating heart’ of the
studio. He engineers on some of my sessions as
well, and is complemented by engineer Loic
Gaillard — Bob’s predecessor, who was formerly
in-house at Motor Museum for four years.
Producers who often use the Motor Museum
include Tarek Musa (Spring King), Kurran Kurbal
(Zuzu), and Jamie Edwards (The Luka StateI).
What inspires you to keep improving the Motor
Museum?
I’d like to think it’s because I have a good idea of
what the recording process should feel like as an
artist. When I was younger, what inspired me to
get into recording was a particular vision — I just
had this really romantic idea of what recording
music should feel like — in every detail. How the
studio should feel, what the practice rooms should
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people that run the Motor Museum on a day-to-day
basis, and all who have in the past — we've all gone
on to do really good things. What works really well
is that I managed to align with people who share
the same vision I have, with an inspirational
element of “wow, this is why recording is so cool”.
If you put loads and loads of effort and passion into
it, it only gets better from there.
www.themotormuseum.com
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Adversarial Networks

Focus: AI Audio
JOHN MOORE looks at the technology behind AI audio
processing, and where it’s all going — as well as some of the
products applying it right now.

E

ssentially, the market for AI and deep
learning software in audio is split into a few
distinct areas of interest. Here, we’ll
generally focus on audio analysis and
processing, and ignore the burgeoning world of AI
composition and music creation — which is quite
quickly becoming the Deepfake technology of the
music world. It’s not quite there yet, but it’s
improving rapidly.
In the audio engineering and production realm,
AI processing has largely been focused on either
workflow optimisation, optimising complex
processing tasks impossible prior to digital
processing, or dynamic modelling of hardware.
The former of those two distinct streams is
dedicated to imitating the work of engineers or
producer — EQing, adding Reverb, or dynamic
control — while the second involves tasks like
source separation (demixing), noise reduction or
intelligibility improvements, and the latter
leverages neural networks to mimic hardware
processes in a more dynamic way than convolution
allows.

AI, eh?

Artificial Intelligence isn’t something new; in fact,
it’s been around as a concept since the 1950s. Every
time you’ve been thrashed by a machine at a game
— be it Chess, Football or even a wandering
Pokémon trainer — you’ve been beaten by an
Artificial Intelligence. At some point, that
computer has been programmed with the rules of
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the given game, and ‘taught’ how to calculate the
moves and decisions that give it the best chance to
get the better of you. That may be a relatively
simple algorithmic decision or a complicated
series of them, but in a very narrow way it mimics
our thought processes. What we’re concerning
ourselves with here though, is beyond simple
algorithms, it is software that has been taught how
to analyse a process and then learned largely under
its own steam. Rather than being told what it is to
do, it’s been given two sets of data and asked to
work out what it has to do to get from A-B.
The concept of neural networks builds upon the
algorithmic approach, by stringing various analysis
algorithms together it attempts to identify
connections in a given set of data in the way a
human brain can connect neurons and learn.
Thus, such networks are very good at parsing data
and working out the relationship between inputs
and outputs — like, say, the way an effect or an EQ
changes the digital characteristics of audio data —
and mapping the changes that happened between
the two points. This makes them adept at
predicting outcomes and/or creating the desired
outcome from varying input data — this makes
them good at modelling and imitation of hardware.
Machine Learning is a subset of AI and Neural
Networks that moves us further down that road; a
paradigm that lets a system learn from vast data
sets and even judge just how successful it has been
in its task and then attempt to improve its results
(unsupervised learning) over time.

For example, the current frightening explosion in
Deepfake video technology is based on a system
whereby a system that has been ‘trained’ in how a
given subject looks (usually by analysing a vast
catalogue of images) continually attempts to
recognise patterns and traits in those images in
order to output images that are incrementally
closer and closer to its reference material. Its work
is then assessed by another part of the code (the
‘discriminator’) tasked with spotting the difference
between the output (the fake) and the input (the
catalogue of images). This battle goes on until the
discriminator can no longer tell the difference
between the two or until resources (time and/or
processing power) are exhausted.
While companies are naturally highly guarded
about their technology, it’s easy to see how such
General Adversarial Networks (GAN) — as they are
known — would form part of the Machine Learning
technology in audio, as the basic traits of these
systems analyse sound and output something that
exhibits the same traits as the reference data it has
been fed.

Wider pictures

Neural Networks and Machine Learning, also
mean multiple parameters can be changed
simultaneously in relation to each other because
systems can easily learn how these disparate
elements are changed in relation to each other
when experts want to move towards a defined
outcome. In practical terms, it means that
users can focus on simple parameter options
rather than diving deep into the weeds to tweak
many elements — i.e. they can simply add ‘Air’
rather than defining an EQ type, frequency
point, boost amount and Q and allow the
expertise of the AI to handle the rest based on
its learning.
All of this, with current computing power, can
be done at speeds and definitions that humans
simply cannot manage. This means that AI
powered processors are capable of performing
complex digital manipulations dynamically on
changing signals — ensuring consistent outcomes
based on ever-changing inputs, or simply making
data analyses that we couldn’t hope to — think
about the process of AI learning in Noise
Reduction, where a system learns the fingerprint
of the noise and removes it from the audio file, or
the burgeoning market for Source Separation or
‘demixing’, where AIs have been taught to
recognise the sonic signatures of different
instruments and remove them from mixed
recordings.

The future

All of this, for better or for worse, has been made
possible by AI, and we may reach a future sooner
or later, where a computer can largely perform the
role of an audio engineer. Will it ever be artist?
Well, we’re a way away from that I think, which
leaves us with a range of AI tools that, right now,
can be applied to do things and improve workflows
in a way that would have been unimaginable a
decade or so ago. So here are a few of the options
out there…
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Accentize

German-based software maker Accentize —
based in Darmstadt, home of the Fraunhofer
Institute, creator of the MP3 format — offer a
range of plugins that apply machine learning to
problems of intelligibility in speech. DeRoom,
uses data gleaned from 1000+ Impulse
Response profiles and a Deconvolution
algorithm to attempt to remove room ambience
from recordings, and help to deal with poor mic
placement or recording location problems. Its
Chameleon Reverb applies neural networks to

imitating reverbs from source recordings,
meaning that sound for foley can be better
matched to source recordings for example. Its
analysis of source spaces, as well as its
decisions regarding pre-delay, dry-wet mix and
other settings, can then be saved and reused. In
a similar manner, the Spectral Balance EQ can
approximate the settings of target recording to

match their qualities — or be applied as an
intelligent adaptive processor that analyses
audio and works to produce a balanced output
even as that signal changes.
The company has also applied its technology
to the noise removal and Enhancement for
speech (VoiceGate and DialogueEnhance) as well
as modelling Saturation (PreTube and PreFET).
www.accentize.com

Accusonus

Like Accentize,
Accusonus’ ERA
Voice Auto EQ is
focused on spoken
word clarity. A
stipped back
interface offers a
three slider
approach to
adapting the work
of the under-thehood algorithm to
taste. To do this, it
further simplifies
matters by describing these parameters as ‘Air’,
‘Body’ and ‘Clarity’, making it ideal for non-audio
specialist users.

these elements and retrieve them. Aimed at
labels and companies with large music
catalogues, expect to see a lot of classic master
tapes pulled apart and repurposed over the
coming years — not least because Hipgnosis
and its 60,000-odd track catalogue is already a
headline user of the service.
www.Audioshake.ai

Algonaut

Audioshake

Source separation — or demixing, the ability to
isolate specific instrumentation and vocals from
a finished mix — has long been a dream of
remixers, producers, and record labels that own
legacy multi-tracked or master tape recordings.
It’s an area that opens up a Pandora’s boxworth of possibilities — good and, well… not so.
It’s been around as a theoretical idea for
decades, while the technology has slowly
moved closer and closer to making it a usable
reality. Though largely an academic pursuit for
years, in the last five or so it has evolved to
become something for code-savvy
technophiles to play with, in the form of
programs like Hybrid Demucs and Deezer’s
Spleeter algorithm. That’s before the latter was
apparently adapted and co-opted to make up
the backbone of the Rebalance functionality in
iZotope’s RX — essentially a demixing process
— and Steinberg’s Spectral Layers (and, one
suspects, some other products you’ll read
about below) and became firmly part of the
musical mainstream.
Along a different tack, Audioshake has
created a business out of its bespoke
application of the theory and technology
behind demixing of music, offering it as a
service to labels and artists. Via its website, any
entity that can prove ownership of the tracks in
question can contact it and discuss rates to
upload music for demixing (even recordings
that were never multitrack). After upload, and
the chance to select the elements that need to
be separated, users are afforded access to a
DAW like interface where they can listen to

Not a music creation tool per se, but certainly
a great potential use of technology, Atlas 2 is
designed to wrangle drum sample libraries by
content rather than source. Available as a
standalone or plugin application, it will analyse
sample libraries and group them by drum type
— kick, snare, cowbell etc. — and present them
either as a library listing or as a map-like
’Galaxy Mode’ where they are grouped not
only by type but also other characteristics, so
similar sounds are grouped together, which
can be auditioned and built into kits. It also
offers some beatmaking functionality to make
use of the order it has bought to your
disparate array of files.
www.Algonaut.audio

AudioSourceRE

Another Demixing system, this time available
as a piece of software, DeMix Pro supports up
to 24-bit/192kHz sources and touts its high
quality lead guitar separation processing as a
unique selling point. It offers All Vocal, Lead
Vocal, Drum, Bass and Guitar separators, as
well as customisable options, and the ability to
isolate elements of the sound’s reverb to
further help remixing. Distinctly marketing
itself to hobbyists as well as professional
producers, it puts no restrictions on the source
material applied. Indeed, the same AI based
technology that powers it also powers Demix.
com, a website that will split any track you
upload at £5 at time. The genie is definitely out
of the bottle.
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Baby Audio

Dipping its toe into the world of AI is plugin
producer Baby. Its excellently named TAIP is
AI-powered tape emulation and saturation
software that uses neural networks to learn the
effect of various components in various states
by feeding the software training data on
processed and dry sounds. It can identify the
differences different elements make and
combine them to create an overall dynamic
effect. As the company puts it, “re-creating an
‘analogue-style’ signal path in DSP is thinking
about the problem like a human,” whereas “the
AI approach helps us solve the problem like a
machine would.”
www.babyaud.io

CEDAR

A company that has consistently been at the
cutting edge of audio processing, noise
suppression and now source separation,
CEDAR has been utilising AI for longer than
almost anyone. Machine Learning has long been
an element of the company’s DNS Noise
Suppression system, giving it the ability to
determine the nature of unwanted noise even
when the required speech is present, a feature
that has become a staple of live broadcast
sound (DNS 8 Live onward), production sound
(DNS 2) and post-production editing as well as
many of the products the company produces
for the surveillance and law enforcement
sectors. AI pattern recognition is also in its
Retouch software — a central pillar of its
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Cambridge hardware and Studio native
software solutions. It offers a Matching
functionality that allows users to mark an
unwanted sound and then apply the algorithm
to find all other instances of it in a file (in
relation to threshold settings that change its
bias) and either automatically purge them or
complete the process manually. Similarly, Repair
applies AI to remove sounds with less artefacts
— and the process can also be applied in
reverse to accentuate certain low-level
elements. CEDAR’s Gordon Reid goes into
more detail about the company’s use of AI and
Machine Learning in our interview below.
www.cedar-audio.com

Focusrite

As part of its online platform for music makers,
Focusrite has teamed up with AI plug-in makers
Sonible, to offer three AI-powered plugins that
very much fit into the workflow-simplification
model. The FAST range — an Equaliser,
Compressor, and the Reveal mix tool are all
powered by the Sonible Smart:Engine, and
make decisions based on your music’s sound

‘profile’, while also offering fine-tune controls
for additional user adjustment beyond its
suggestions. Both the EQ and Compressor
work in a similar manner, analysing audio and
offering adjustment options based on that and
the preset chosen. While the Compressor limits
its interventions to Soft, Neutral and Hard
compression options based on preset choice
and analysis (anything more will need to be
done with the detailed controls), the EQ delivers
the user up to six ‘Profile’ sliders based on
bringing out or suppressing areas of the
spectrum it has targetted as being key
characteristics of the sound.
Perhaps the most interesting of the three
FAST offerings, though, is Reveal. This is a tool
that can listen to a track, then assess and
visualise for the user where the mix is suffering
from clashing frequencies. It can then listen to a
specific element of interest — given to it in the
manner of a sidechain input — and deliver
frequency-specific ducking to allow it to stand
out more as part of the wider sonic picture.

iZotope

‘Assistive audio technology’ has been part of
iZotope’s software for more than five years
now. It analyses audio and provides settings
based on the desired sound profile — a
characterisation provided by the user —
combining DSP and machine learning to make
suggestions. It is perhaps most notably applied
in the Neutron Track Assitant, where it analyses
audio, attempts to identify the audio type and
then pre-load a processing chain and presets.
Further analysis will then lead it to EQ and
dynamics settings it believes will be optimised
for the input. Master Assistant in Ozone actually
expands on the Track Assistant, characterising
a track and generating an EQ curve and
compression settings. Based on your target is
can also set a maximizer to deliver target
loudness. Ozone 9, also offers Master
Rebalance, a source separation application that
allows mixes to be separated and elements to

be boosted or suppressed before final
compression and limiting is applied.
Of course, the company’s flagship software,
RX, also includes many AI-assisted elements as
part of its Repair and Vocal Separation
functionality.

RipX

With DeepRemix and DeepAudio, RipX has
entered the demixing game with two
impressive suites of tools. While the AI basis of
the technology is what we’ve talked about in
the functionality of AudioSourceRE and
AudioShake, this software goes a little bit
further still. DeepRemix is essentially a system
aimed at DJs and remixers based around
source separation, that allows separated
elements from different songs to be used as
stems in DJ sets, and separately sourced
elements combined together within the
software using tempo matching. It also offers
live effects, along with the ability to re-pan, EQ
and mix the stems. For producers, these stems
can be exported, and the software also offers
features like audio-to-midi (drums too), pitch
adjustment and tuning. The more advanced
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iteration, DeepAudio offers all that and DAW
integration, clean-up and restoration tools, pitch
adjustment of notes, apparently even within
chords, sound replacement, vibrato and pitch
cloning, and a host of other creative options.
www.hitnmix.com

Musiio

Another industry tool, Musiio analyses tracks and
automatically tags them based on the elements
they contain or don’t. Already used by several
catalogue and resource services, the company’s
algorithm can quickly classify music by the
instruments used, its BPM, key, or whether it is a
vocal or instrumental, and even make a decision
about what ‘mood’ the music best fits. These
tags then allow for highly customisable
searching of extensive collections of music files,
and — perhaps most interestingly — these

Flock HP 1021.indd 1

unique sonic fingerprints allow searchers to find
similarities to other music in the catalogue. So,
for example, it can be used to search for other
songs that resemble a temp placement in a
rough cut, or catalogues to find other songs that
could replace a piece of music a client wants to
use but may not have access to.
www.musiio.com

Sonible

While also contributing the Focusrite’s FAST
range, Sonible offers its own range on Smart:labelled plugin options — Smart:Limit, -EQ 3,
-Comp, -Reverb and -EQ Live — all of which
share a unified look and feel in terms of
operation and GUI. Smart:Limit is the newest of
these, launched late in 2021, and is a delivery
solution based that can Limit final mixes based
on an analysis of the audio and user profile
selection, or by referencing a specified piece of
audio given to it. EQ 3 operates as a more
advanced iteration of the Focusrite FAST
Reveal, providing intelligent EQing, as well as

the ability to sonically balance and shape the
sound of up to six linked instances of the EQ as
a group, based on a three-level hierarchy of
where those elements should sit in a mix.
Reverb creates tailored Reverb options based
on frequency and transient characteristics of
the sound to which it is applied, allowing the
character of the effect to be tailored by
real-world characteristics — ‘natural’, ‘rich’,
‘artificial’ — as opposed to abstract attributes.
Comp describes itself as a spectral compressor,
that analyses audio and shapes dynamics
based on a transient and frequency analysis,
tailoring the effects to multiple bands
simultaneously to ‘smooth out’ imbalances in
specific spectral regions; an approach that can
also be applied when considering sidechain
input, so only the frequencies the input
occupies are affected by the compression.
www.sonible.com
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Technology

Intelligent Audio
Big tech loves sound that makes sense — NIGEL JOPSON
talks to CEDAR Audio MD Gordon Reid
signals from mixed audio, without the aid of
information about the sources or mixing process.
Most audio pros are aware that CEDAR is also at
the forefront of speech enhancement for live
surveillance and forensic audio investigation and,
in July 2021, the company introduced a product
aimed at these markets called Isolate. Available
initially as a module in its CEDAR Trinity 5
long-term recording, monitoring and
enhancement system, Isolate makes it possible to
separate individual sound sources if the audio is
captured using the system’s beer-mat-sized USB
microphone array. Its software can then identify
and output the voices of multiple speakers
simultaneously, allowing listeners to hear whole
conversations even if they are taking place in noisy
environments. This is clearly a breakthrough with
possible future pro-audio applications, so we sat
down with CEDAR’s managing director Gordon
Reid to discover more.

/ Gordon Reid

A

udio was popular — but only if intelligent
— at the January 2022 Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas. From
Bosch using SoundSee microphones to
record the sound of machinery and equipment on
the International Space Station as a way to monitor
safety, to voice-activated Sound Mirrors integrated
with Amazon’s Alexa. Music tech start-up Wisear
were touting a technology that allows thoughts to
control a smartphone’s basic music playback
controls — EarEEG combines an ‘AI algorithm’ with
data captured by brain sensors. Noveto were
promoting ‘invisible headphones’ using smart
beaming technology. Companies had raised
millions of dollars to investigate sound recognition
for the Smart Home. Audio Anomaly Detection
algorithms would learn the normative pattern of
sounds within an individual home and send an
alert whenever deviations occur, such as
aggressive shouting or slamming doors — not in
my home, please!
This big-tech enthusiasm for intelligent audio
led our thoughts to the somewhat more selfeffacing pro audio stalwart of restoration, dialogue
noise suppression, speech enhancement and
mastering — CEDAR Audio. Unbeknown to many
production pros, a few years ago CEDAR spun-off a
tech start-up of its own — AudioTelligence. Also
based in Cambridge, the company has developed
data-driven audio Blind Source Separation (BSS)
technology — the separation of a set of source
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When you see all the fuss being made about AI
audio, does it make you think, “CEDAR did that
first”?
We mentioned the concept of artificial intelligence
in 1992 when we launched the first hardwarebased digital audio restoration product, the DC-1
Declicker. But, looking back, I think that it would
be better to date its introduction to 1994 when we
launched the DH-1 Dehisser. This was the first
digital broadband noise reduction system that
didn’t require a spectral fingerprint. Up to that
point, the usual method of performing broadband

noise reduction in the digital realm was to take a
fingerprint from a quiet bit of the audio and then,
depending on how good your algorithm was, the
noise could be reduced. The limiting factor was
usually the point at which artefacts introduced by
the process appeared — the now infamous
glugging and twittering noises. At CEDAR, we felt
that there had to be a way to dispense with the
fingerprint by determining the noise content of the
signal even when the wanted signal was present.
This would also allow the algorithm to track the
changing noise content which, of course, a
fingerprint is unable to do. In addition to the
obvious benefits for the user, this would also make
the noise reduction more appropriate from
moment to moment and reduce the unwanted
artefacts.
Was the DH-1 Dehisser an early example of AI
audio?
The DH-1 calculated the spectral density of the
noise using what we would nowadays call machine
learning or — because people frequently misuse
the term — AI. I described these aspects of the
DH-1 in a draft press release, but the feedback I
received before its launch was that this sounded a
bit like techno-babble and that it would be better to
concentrate on how the product benefitted the
user. So I re-wrote the documentation, we
launched the DH-1 at the European AES
Convention in Amsterdam, and it went on to
inspire a whole series of products that didn’t
require spectral fingerprints.
If you now fast-forward 15 years or so, you’ll
find other manufacturers had started to talk about
applying machine learning and artificial
intelligence to audio processing, and I think that
this was a success because the time was now right.
Consequently, audio pros started to become
accustomed to hearing about ‘AI’ and the
terminology also started drifting into the consumer
market. Nowadays, ‘AI’ has become a buzzword: if
your TV and your toaster have AI they must be
better than those that don’t!
Could the algorithms and technology in
professional audio tools be used for
breakthrough consumer products in other
areas?
I think it’s quite possible that the AI/ML techniques
developed for pro-audio will prove to be very
useful in other applications. One example of this is
in the field of health-related diagnostics, which I
seem to remember was discussed recently in the
press.

/ CEDAR Isolate’s beer-matsized USB microphone array

Could you explain how CEDAR’s sister company,
AudioTelligence, came into being?
We have close links with Cambridge University,
and we try to stay abreast of current audio research
and then make informed decisions about
what might be possible in the
commercial arenas over the next
few years. If we see something
interesting, we discuss whether it
could benefit our users and how
we could work at the forefront of
the new technology. Of course, we’re

/ AudioTelligence ‘Aiso’ focuses audio capture on
sound sources located in a camera’s field-of view

that was the task we created for ourselves back in
the late-noughties: take a sound field with a
mixture of wanted and unwanted sources and
develop a practical technology that separates
them so that listeners can choose which they want
to hear.
Has there been interest in Isolate from the
broadcast market, and could the technology be
incorporated into a video camera?
We’ve had considerable interest from
broadcasters, but whether BSS will take off in their
field will depend upon whether they are willing to
work with microphone arrays. But even today, I
think that you could get some great results in noisy
environments using an array sitting on a desk or
something like a stable tripod. Whether camera
manufacturers will want to integrate arrays into
their cameras is another question and, even if they
do, there will undoubtedly be additional difficulties
to overcome.

/ CEDAR Trinity 5

not unique in this, but it has been one of the
driving forces behind CEDAR’s evolution. We
started out in the ’80s working with sound archives
and libraries, then moved quickly into premastering, followed by post, audio forensics, live
broadcast, and most recently location sound. At
almost every stage, a technical advance made this
possible.
Back in 2008, we became aware that Blind
Source Separation was going to have huge potential
when it matured so we allocated considerable
resources to developing a practical BSS technology.
We built and tested our first prototype in late 2013
and it soon became apparent that it wasn’t really a
pro audio product; it seemed to us that its greatest
potential lay in communications and hearing
assistance. CEDAR isn’t set up to address the
consumer and healthcare markets, so we spun-off
AudioTelligence to do this. They’ve done some
amazing work developing the technology for those
users while, at CEDAR, we’ve continued to look at
its applications in the seemingly unrelated areas of
security and broadcasting.
Does Isolate have any links to previous CEDAR
technologies or to technologies such as
beamforming?
Similar development skills are involved, but the
resulting technology is quite different. Isolate
combines the underlying source separation with
our ‘direction of arrival’ system, and it’s the
combination of the two that makes it possible for
users to choose which sounds they want to hear.
We can identify and isolate multiple speakers
simultaneously, outputting a new signal containing
the wanted people in a conversation without the
bulk of the background noise and babble. If we
also apply noise reduction to clean up the output,
the results can be startling.

/ AudioTelligence, founded in 2017 as a
spin-off from CEDAR

In contrast, beamforming is a technology for
steering a virtual microphone in a known
direction. Unfortunately, beamformers require
large arrays of matched microphones so they can
be unsuitable for use in some common situations;
you certainly can’t place one on a table in a
restaurant or club to hear or interview the people
around you. What you need in this situation is
something that can deconvolve the entire 360º
sound field into its constituent parts, rather than
point a microphone at a particular speaker. So

Are there any plans to expand the Isolate
product, to bring it into the postproduction
market?
I would like to but, again, it means that people will
have to become accustomed to recording using
arrays with a known geometry. It’s no good
hanging eight microphones from the corners of the
room and saying, ”we’ll use the audio from these to
get rid of all of the unwanted sources” because it
doesn’t work like that.
Can we look forward to new CEDAR products for
the pro-audio market this year?
We have on-going developments in all of our
existing areas, and I am sure that some — if not all
— of these are within a year of completion. At least
one of them is based on some new research that
we’re quite excited about, some are evolutions of
existing products, and a couple sit somewhere
between.

/ CEDAR DH-1 Dehisser (1994) — with machine learning
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Facility

Sonosphere Studio
NIGEL JOPSON visits a new immersive mix room
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Gosney. “We started out looking at building a room
for podcasting and immersive content creation for
games and other VR simulations. However, in

Photos: James Cumpsty & Phil Wright
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mmersive audio and live streaming specialist
Sonosphere, in conjunction with Metropolis
Studios, has created a new mix room within
the Power House, Chiswick, London. The
Munro Acoustics-designed, Dolby Atmos-certified
Sonosphere control room has an unusual but
flexible design, featuring a centrally located mix
position, with immersive audio monitoring
designed to cater for all surround formats. The
host Metropolis facility includes four world-class
studios, a well-respected mastering team and
several production rooms. Audio production at
Metropolis is spread out within a historic steam
power station originally built in 1901 and reimagined in the ’80s as a recording complex, with a
popular bar and restaurant overlooking a 20m-high
light-filled concrete and metal atrium. The
imposing building is home to several businesses,
and remarkably (for a London studio) has a
50-space secure car park. The Sonosphere control
room pursues an ambitious and flexible new ‘hub
studio’ approach, adding immersive mixing to the
production options available within the Metropolis
facility.
“The whole plan was to make it as versatile as
possible,” said Sonosphere creative director Jamie

terms of the music market, Dolby Atmos is very
much the standard. So we decided to build a room
to fully meet the Atmos specifications: an
immersive monitoring environment capable of
11.1.8 Dolby Atmos. The room is equipped for all
possible formats, including 1st and 3rd order
Ambisonics, and has a Dolby Atmos production
suite server.”
An important and unusual feature of the
monitoring setup is that multiple surround formats
are catered for within the same room. A key
member of the Sonosphere studio team is senior

/ Engineer Phil Wright at the central mix position

/ View from above — the 22.2 Dolby Atmos speaker setup

mix engineer Phil Wright, well known as an expert
in mixing live concert sound; his credits range
from Paul McCartney, the RPO, Brian May and
Benny Andersson, through the English National
Ballet and Katherine Jenkins, and include
broadcast mixes for Children In Need & Comic
Relief 2020, Lianne La Havas and the BBC
Symphony Orchestra.
“We decided on three loudspeakers across the
back, with all the loudspeakers around the room
arrayed at 30°, so the setup was completely
symmetrical for doing third-order work,” Wright
explains. “Atmos is more ‘front-centric’ so one of
the rear loudspeakers will not be in use for Dolby
work, and two of the others will be electronically
adjusted using the DAD AX32 monitor controller.
The AX32 controller enables any number of virtual
room pre-sets to be optimised for different
immersive formats.”
London-based supplier HHB provided key
components for the studio, including the DAD
AX32, which includes 128-ch of Dante plus Pro |
Mon licence with an SPQ processing card for
speaker EQ, Delay, and distributed Bass
Management processing. The DAD MOM (Monitor
Operating Module) provides a convenient remote
for selecting speaker pre-sets as well as source
switching and level control. HHB also installed the
Dolby HE-RMU (Home Entertainment Rendering
and Mastering Unit), as well as consulting on
technology options and assisting with studio
commissioning.
“With such a high resolution of monitoring and
with the many use cases for the studio, flexibility

and ease of use were of paramount importance,”
John Johnson, CTO at HHB Communications
commented.
“Once installed and commissioned the studio
sounded fantastic and we delivered bespoke Dolby
Atmos training so the team at Sonosphere could hit
the ground running.”

Symmetrical speaker-setup

Three Neumann KH 420 G tri-amplified monitors
are soffit-mounted to the front wall (with one KH
420 horizontal, beneath the video screen). Twin
Neumann KH 870 400W subwoofers flank the
three-way monitors, with low end response to
18Hz. A key mission was to ensure clean and
extended bass frequency reproduction from the
twin subwoofers, with the required isolation to
accurately judge tone-shaping a full octave below
the effective range of many systems. Part of the
mix room construction involved pouring nearly
two tons of sand to isolate the back wall, which
adjoins another studio within the Power House
building. Surround and height monitoring is
handled by 19 identical Neumann KH 120 compact
bi-amplified studio monitors, renowned for
uniformity between units, and with a ±1.0dB
linearity deviation between 100Hz–10kHz.
This immersive monitoring flexibility means
Sonosphere can offer deliverables for a whole
range of exciting new future projects. It’s easy for
those of us working in music or movie mixing to
equate surround with Dolby Atmos, but there’s a
multitude of other formats offering fantastic
potential for the future, quite apart from recorded

Benchmark acoustics, with a central immersive
listening position served by 22 loudspeakers
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/ Sonosphere creative director Jamie Gosney

music. Commercial brands and regional franchises
see an ‘immersive audio experience’ as a
persuasive part of their offering — whether as a
permanent installation or as a pavilion-style
destination. Over the last five years, promoters and
corporates have rediscovered audio as a value-add
— and with the ‘immersive’ tag and a persuasive
event — the budgets are available. These kind of
real-time listener experiences typically depend on
third-order or binaural audio, for which the
symmetrical monitoring layout and central
position Sonosphere have chosen is imperative.
Another unusual feature of the Sonosphere
room is the lack of a permanent console at the mix
position, to complement their Mac Pro 16-core
3.2GHz with 32GB, running Pro Tools Ultimate,
Reaper and Logic Pro.
“One of the reasons that we decided not to put a
permanent console in is because there's been quite
a bit of interest from live engineers and theatre
resolution
2021_2.pdf
12.10.2021
designers —
who actually
have the1 useful
option of22.46

/ DAD MOM (Monitor Operating Module) monitor controller

bringing their own desk in,” Sonosphere’s creative
director, Jamie Gosney, highlights.
“When we designed the room we consulted with
John Gale, Björk’s engineer, who previously had to
set up in a cold warehouse to program his console
and mix for Björk’s immersive Cornucopia tour.
Here, we can work ‘in-the-box’, on a digital theatre
mixer or broadcast console, or on any digital
console the client chooses. We’ve focused on
creating benchmark acoustics, with a central
immersive listening position served by 22
loudspeakers.”
Focusrite RedNet converters handle the D-A,
and DAW plug-ins include industry-staples Altiverb
XL, UAD Satellite, Waves, FabFilter, Melodyne and
Soundtoys.
“Jamie has designed this beautiful DAW
workstation table that’s on a three metre umbilical
to the wall,” adds mixer Phil Wright.
“So for a DAW-based workflow, you can sit at
this position with Pro Tools, in the sweet spot in the

centre of the room. When we have a ‘live’ job, or
we have a client whose preferred workflow is a
mixer, then we take the locks off and wheel the
DAW to the side of the room at 90° to the engineer.
The studio can accommodate all possible formats
and incoming mixing consoles and caters for
several interface formats including MADI, Dante,
AES67 and Ravenna.”
As an example of the type of cross-media
production work the studio is set up for, Gosney
highlights Sonosphere’s participation in the 2022
5G Festival: “Sonosphere is heading-up all the
audio trials for the 5GF project, along with building
the audio API for the common service platform, as
well as spatially mixing the musical content from
the remote collaborations and broadcasting mixes
which will then be fed back into the live venues.”
As part of the wider £200 million 5G Testbeds
and Trials Programme (5GTT) funded by the UK
government, the 5G Festival will produce a virtual,
immersive, live collaboration platform for artists.
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The ambitious project seems particularly timely
considering the current global health situation! It
will enable artists to perform from wherever they
are, as well as improving the concert experience
for audiences at home or at venues. 5G technology
drops broadband cellular network latency from
around 200ms on 4G to a much more musicfriendly 2.5-10ms. Alongside Mativision’s 5G-ready
360° content distribution platform, the 5G Festival
will transform the ability of physically separate
artists to collaborate, with live performances
planned across multiple venues including Brighton
Dome, O2 Blueroom at The O2 arena and
Metropolis Studios.

Re-mixing for Amazon Music

A vote of confidence in the Sonosphere studio
concept is a substantial project to mix and spatialise
songs in Dolby Atmos for Amazon territories
around the world. Amazon Music has agreed a
content deal with Sonosphere and Metropolis,
which will become the streaming service’s UKbased HQ for immersive mixing. Amazon Music
Unlimited already offers listeners over 75m songs
in HD (16-bit 44.1kHz, average bitrate of 850kbps)
and 7m tracks in Ultra HD (24-bit, 44.1 to 192kHz,
average bitrate 3730kbps), and are very keen to
grow their catalogue of songs mixed in 3D formats
including Dolby Atmos and Sony 360RA.
“We were thrilled to work with the team at
Sonosphere to create the state-of-the-art 3D audio
recording facility at Metropolis,” Jillian Gerngross,
director of Amazon Music EU & ANZ, told
Resolution.
“The studio unlocks the potential of spatial
audio for artists of all genres, as well as the wider
creative industries, and it’s been a joy to bring
fantastic tracks from the likes of Jack Penate, Olivia
Dean and Don Broco to life in this format. The
studio is a demonstration of Amazon Music’s
ongoing commitment to working with artists to
bring their creative visions to life and I’m looking
forward to hearing the music created there in 2022.
Music fans can listen to many of the tracks created
in the studio now, on Amazon Music.”
Phil Wright cites the system-agnostic benefits of
Atmos playback: “The reason Dolby Atmos is
particularly being adopted for streaming music is
because reproduction is transparently determined
by the end decoding device. So whether you've got
one of those little Amazon spherical Echo Studio
speakers that you can talk to, or a Sennheiser
Ambeo Soundbar, or a complete discreet 7.1.4
cinema system, I can be sure my mix will be
rendered correctly. I mix one master file, called a
Dolby Atmos Master File (DAMF). This is used to
deliver the content to the end-user and then the
end-user’s equipment plays a version of the
content suitable for the equipment and
loudspeaker capabilities.”
Sonosphere studio’s projects so far are a
reflection of a diverse client-base far removed from
the type of recording anticipated when Metropolis
was originally built in the ’80s. Ed Sheeran’s ‘=’
album was remixed in Dolby Atmos for the album’s
launch, in conjunction with creative agency This Is
Tommy, for which Sonosphere also designed the
live loudspeaker system at Protein Studios in

/ Twin Neumann KH 870 400W subwoofers deliver low
end to 18Hz

London’s Shoreditch. A live-to-vinyl studio session
of Jack Savoretti’s Blinding Lights was recorded
using a DiGiCo Quantum 225. Sonosphere is about
to start work on a project with DJ Sacha, doing a
spatial mix in the studio that will translate into a
live event.
“This is one of the things that’s unique about the
company — being able to work across studio, live
and broadcast,” says Gosney. “The level of interest
in what we’re doing is incredible and for a plethora
of applications. Now is the time for us to join the
dots between music streaming for the consumer,
the experience for the traditional live audience, the
vast potential of hybrid events and the creative
COMPRESSOR LIMITER
opportunities the emerging technology delivers.”
The new Sonosphere room is more than a
surround mixing room. Gosney’s vision for the
future serves as an example of how production pros
www.davehilldesigns.com
can ‘re-imagine’ the facilities they work in. I knew
two of the original founding directors of Metropolis,
and watched the Sam Toyashima-designed studio
being built in 1989. At the time, it seemed like a bold
Dave Hill Designs SHW 0914.indd 1
14/08/2014
move: audio engineers had broken free from
employers, and were building their own
benchmark studio. Unlike most big-album-budget
era studios, Metropolis has endured by re-inventing
itself, and the diverse range of audio production
hosted in the facility demonstrates that, somehow,
we still get boosted in our enterprise when we work
Sign up at www.resolutionmag.com/newsletter
together as an audio community.
for the all-new, fortnightly Resolution email newsletter,
“Clients seem to love the studio and the results
featuring exclusive Resolution features and content,
we’re producing,” Gosney confirms. “In 2022, we’ll
news and competitions, and more!
be focusing on Live Revolution, a collaboration
between Sonosphere and Mativision (one of the
5GF consortium) that we intend to be the ultimate
‘live events streaming company’, where we’ll be
using the studio as a live streaming hub.”
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